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INTRODUCTION
There are two orinci'oal themes of this work*
Firstly, the application of the Gaussian and Laplacian methods
to determine the preliminary orbit of the minor planet 522 Helga.
Secondly, the application of the power series method to find:
(i) The velocity vectors of the planets of the Solar System at
a given time.
(ii) The determination of the real paths of these planets and
hence the path of the minor planet 522 Helga.
By applying the latter method we are able to determine the mass of
the minor planet (l.io""1^ solar masses) and to construct its ephemeris.
The calculations were carried out by using computer and all
programs are available.
The photographic plates used in this work were taken with the
James Gregory Telescope at the University Observatory (St Andrews)




The solution of the problem of the relative motion of two bodies,
which can be regarded as particles, contains six arbitrary constants of
integration. They are:
^ jhz - components of angular momentum in a given
rectangular system of reference .
c - energy constant .
Uj - orientation of the major axis of the orbit
/ - time when the bodies are at the least
distance from each other.
In problems related to planets and comets it is more convenient
to use six elements, which are independent functions of the constants
of integration. They are:
£ - eccentricity of the orbit -
OL - semi-major axis of the orbit-
l\o- mean anomaly of a planet at a chosen epoch
to
uj - argument of perihelion (orientation of the
major axis).
Z - inclination of the orbit.
Q - longitude of ascendinal node .
Of course, the choice of the above orbital elements is not unique. It
is possible to replace this set by another.
The reduction of a set of observed topocentric co-ordinates
oil (i=l^j2Jb) of a minor planet to obtain its orbital elements
consists the problem of the initial determination of the orbit of the
minor planet. Such a solution gives a satisfactory representation of the
real motion during a relatively short interval of time, as long as it is
possible to neglect the action of the other planets. Therefore, the
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observations must be separated by short intervals of time.
Let ^=(C- \Z. |C) Ci=l2j3) be the heliocentric radius vectors of
v> 0L j> J
the minor planet at three instants tl (i = {,3-JbJ . Similarly, let R L E
( R.. R.j Hr-j and P.sfP. P P)be the topocentric radius vectors of the Sun
and the minor planet respectively at the same instants. Since the orbit in
Keplerian mechanics, neglecting the action of the other planets, is a plane
passing through the origin of the heliocentric co-ordinates we can write:
\\- Cx fl f C3 17 o a-1)
'v ^ ^
which states that the three position vectors iT, fi r» are dependent, so
the position vector YT^at any time is some linear combination of the
radius vectors at ~Li and The equation (1.1) gives




where, in general, [.nXjj (Lj j=1 2 b Lfj) stands for the area of the
triangle formed by R • C's are known as the "triangle ratios".
The vectors YTjRij f3- defined above, are related by
~ " Pi" ~L" (i=1^ • (1'3)
Combining the expressions (1.1) and (1.3) we obtain
Cip-p+C^p = Ci jRi~
'—s-' -"v '
which is one of the fundamental equations of the Gaussian method.
Operating upon both sides of the equation (1.4) by*Cpx p) }
where p_ = p/ jp (l=i_,203) j we get
- pp-cpp) =CiBi-fgx^)-Ra-(gx|)+aRi-(gxg). (1«5)^ r3i /-s3" ~
Since the jO = (coS^l COSC££j cos^L and K( (1=123) are known, the
equation (1.5) reduces to an equation of the form
toA o - MA2.C1+ IaA x iVifCi (1.6)
Consider now the triangle formed by the gun^the observer and the planet
at A 2 . This has sides of length (I and p and thusjwe can write
^s "2?,l3 (1.7)
which, since e and f\2 are known, is an equation of the form
V2 - g1+ vJn g + iVia (1.8)
The first step in the computation is to calculate the coefficients
Wi j W/ij iVij IaG j ]a) 11 and ^2 using the topocentric direction cosines of the
planet, obtained from its observed topocentric co-ordinates OilJbl U=l,2,bR
and the topocentric rectangular co-ordinates, obtained from the geocentric
tables, corrected for parallax and reduced to the place of observations by
introduction of appropriate corrections.
Yife can now proceed to obtain first approximations to the 17 f L= lJ2Ji).
In order to do this we require to know Ci ana C^, . From the expansions
of the co-ordinates of the body in convergent Taylor's series we get
Ci - TiX,











where H= kAAi "ti) . Ti= k(~ti O ~U,= k ( {.z ii) are the modified timeSj
and k is the Gaussian constant. Since terms with dn
' dX/f = {2
are unknown, in the first approximation we have to neglect them. Thus we
shall set








Clearly, since i and are known, the elimination of Ci and Cs
in equation (1.6) by substitution of the above expressions (1.10) will
result in an equation of the form
P = V)<, ~h . (1*11)
It is obvious that we can obtain values for p and ^ by simultaneous
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solution of the equations (1.11) and (1.8). This is accomplished by means
of successive approximations. We can take fc=2.8A .U. as first approxi¬
mation since this is the mean distance of the minor planets from the Sun.
This value is used in equation (1.11) to obtain a value of p which is
then inserted into equation (1.8) to obtain a second approximation of IT.
The obtained value of fx is substituted into equation (1.11) and the
process is continued until successive approximations of p and fz are
identical to the required accuracy.
Since equations (1.10) are nothing more than preliminary estimates
of the triangle ratios Ci and Cj , the Xf and p obtained by the
solution of the equations (1.8) and (1.11) are only approximate. It should
be noted that the coefficients Wlx and \V13k in equation (1.8) are exact
and they do not change in the subsequent computation of JT CL — 1jZjb) .
The next step in the reduction is to use the value of l2 to obtain
first approximations for Ct and C3 by means of the expressions (1.10).
After these unknowns are determined, we may return to the fundamental
equation (1.4) to obtain p and p . The equation is used in the form
Ci |5 jp + |p — CiRxi -"R.-** + Ci ~R*i +j P [p
Ci |p |p+G.|p I p=CiLf R3a + CiKas+ p Jp (1.12)I laiMi I I 15 1 vla i li ^
whereGiEifcCirCiB"_Tl2;+,IjlJ ^coTbl cosccl j p. | x cossl slti oLi ftj xsi'n'bi,
The expressions (1.12) contain two unknowns, p and p , therefore we
require two of these component equations to obtain a solution. The third
equation is used to provide a numerical check on the values of P and p .
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This is generally unnecessary when a computer is used for the reduction.
Our observations are all exactly satisfied since our values of the
p , g and gand p have been derived directly from the equations which express
the geometrical conditions. Our C's however,were obtained from approximate
formulas and therefore there is no guarantee that the motion of the minor
planet is in strict accordance with the law of gravitation.
With the p's we now have, vie may obtain the corresponding r' s by
means of the equation
YT=jDjD—Til (L- 1JLJ>) . (1.13)
In the second approximation, knowing p , p and p , we are able to
take into consideration the neglected influence of planetary aberration
on the moments of observations. The corrected moments will be
"t L = "L L — Ap (i.= 1,2,3 ")• (1.1*0
It is necessary to substitute them in place of the initial in the
calculation of the formulas, ill is the moment when the light ray observed
by us left the celestial body, ~L'l is the ephemeris time of observation and
A is the light time for -unit distance (time during which light traves one
/*
astronomical unit). To evaluate Li. vie use the formula
ti+AT (1=1,2,3) ^ (1.15)
where iii is the moment of observation indicated in U.T. and AT the
correction to U.T. to obtain the ephemeris time. The equation (1.1/j.) by
introduction of the equation (1.15) becomes
"t^ii+AT-AjD (i"« 1,2,3) . (1.16)
More accurate expressions for C, and Cd was given by Gibbs.
They are
Ci=^l. 1 + B.G5 c5 = s- <ia7)
where
and
"R ~ (T? 4- Ti ~T~\~T,2 } /l 9 "R i ~ (T"1! 1-"r -4- T"2 ) 0 "D -f-ri. — -p ^ ^JJi \ L3 f Li o Li //IZ ^ JDi 1 4 + ^ 4lST 4 // x z 0 U3-i Li t Lili- L5// .
Ti=k(irh) , T2=k, T-, = k (11-{l) .
Taking into account only the first two terms of the series
expansions (1.9) for C we have
G=i#- + j Ca- -kg- +A (1.i8)
where
Vi= ij-U 14 = Ik. t'-t,1u 6 3 3 x2 ~g~— ■
The equations (1.18) give
G=(c.,-%)|I3 , i/» = (c»- ^)r25 . (1.19)
Using the found value of Ifi from the previous approximation and the
values of C± and Ch, evaluated from the Gibbs formulae (1.17), we compute
the values of y3s. Substitution of these equations into equations (1.18)
gives
Ci = IV5 +lvk fa 3
^ Ci - VJt- + UJ 8 Yl ^ (1.20)
where lV.5 = Ti jzi j M/e = V1 w/f = Ta / Tz m/« = l/j are known. The
equation (1.6) by introduction of the equations (1.20) takes the form
.-5
The
g = vi/? + iV* nf . (1.21)
equations (1.8) and (1.21) are now solved for Yi and p .
The value of Y2 obtained in the previous approximation, is taken as
the initial value of the iteration. The values of Cx and C*. are
determined using (1.20), and the new values of jp and jO are obtained from
the equations (1.12). Then-the vectors IT (l- •£>•2^3/ are determined by means
7
of
1fT ~ p 0 —"R " fi - 1 n 5 )
~ IT IL 1>L 1
This process must be repeated by exactly the same method until the
values of C's and Jf s no longer change. The convergence is, in general,
— 3
very rapid. This is due to the fact that L S are relatively insensitive
to the r°S . The large change in X°5 , in going from one approximation to
the next, will not produce a correspondingly large change in C3S. Hence
the next solution for the S will not differ greatly from the preceding
one. As a rule, no more than four approximations lead to the final
values of T~l (LrXj2j3) .
t—'
The next stage in the computation is the determination of the ratio
of the area of the sector to that of the triangle in the orbit. This
important concept is fundamental to the Gaussian method and its determi¬
nation forms an intermediate stage between the calculation of the IT (l=1j2j3)
and the evaluation of the orbital elements. It is possible to obtain the
ratio of the area of the sector to the area of the triangle from two
heliocentric positions of the body and the interval of .time during which
the body passed from the first position to the second.
Let H
j Ij be the heliocentric distances of the planet at two
instants irrespectively, and E"L E; the corresponding eccentric«J J -JO
anomalies. Also let lj>ti •
r\J
The "sector-triangle ratio", Ij , satisfies the Gauss equations
1T& ys_y2_ rnl(2%~- 5i-nZQV - TO* , Z>fK~




ttE - tk2 [ - _JL±J2_ _ _1_
zWKl ' 2^Kk. 2
KNrni+M , 2^ = Ej-EL , .
8
The equations (1.22) contain two unknowns and ^ . Since it is not
possible to eliminate the later, one has to use a method of successive
approximations to obtain • In the determination of a preliminary orbit,
the difference in eccentric anomalies is usually a small quantity. Then,








Xk = zoi _ /, -
X k~
SIT) h)
The cubic equation (1.23) has only one positive root, which, for




s"_hk _ , j. io ? ht
21/9 h












The procedure for determining^. (i-2^3) for the three observations
is as follows: firstly, using the final values of the JJ (l=lj2jb) obtained
in the previous section of the work, we calculate the Kl (i = 12 3)
Ki = n r5 + n-n
Hu = r: rr + nn,
/x/ J
Ks = tin + u-ir .
(1.26)
We next compute the TOi. and Ll (L=123) using the equations (1.22).
That is
Tnl- —IL /: - Ik + L _ J_ L , ' , • i M
2(2" K' 2fzKt 2 u'J'k-W 'Lf 1
where T'l (1=1^25) are the final values, corrected for light time, obtained in
the previous section.
The first approximations for the hi (l=lZip) are obtained by neglecting
the 3iL (L= 1,2,3)
1 5/6 + l[ J J
These values are substituted in the equation (1.25) to obtain the first
approximations to the "M (1=12 3) . These are then used to compute and
(ji-
Sl from (1.2/f).
Now, the second approximation tohi (i = 1, 2, 3) is determined with
the help of the first of the equations (1.2if). Second approximation to V
oi
(i=1^2 b) is then derived, and the process is repeated until the




where (rrjj) represents the area of the sector of the ellipse contained
between the two radius vectors and KJ .With the help of the equations
(1.27) and (1.2) we easily obtain
Ci = (tr'R) %, Ci =
From the Kepler's laws it follows that the areas of the sectors are
proportional to the intervals of time between observations. Hence
r = Ik , Q - r. d
^ ' ~~
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We use these equations as a check on the values obtained for ljw (1=1,2,3)
The values of C's obtained from these expressions are compared with the
values obtained in the final approximation to the JT (i=12jb\There should be
good agreement between the two sets of values if the accuracy has been
maintained.
We now have values of and and can thus proceed
to the computation of the orbital elements.
We notice that, in the numerical applications, we shall use
dimensionless quantities. Therefore, the following units of time, mass and
distance will be employed. The mass of the Sun will be taken as the unit
of mass, the astronomical unit as the unit of distance, and ^Jmean solar
days as the unit of time.
Considering the mass of the asteroid negligible in comparison with
the mass of the Sun, the "sector-triangle ratios" V "U and "U are given
dl-,02
by
0 rip y - vjp , y- rfp D
v1 Hi Kb sivCUi-lli) V2 G sin (Vs-Ui) ^ Id fl si-nCIfe-l/i)
where UljU2 and Uj are the true anomalies of the minor planet at the
instants 2 and ~tb respectively. From these equations we obtain the
parameter of the orbit p as
p_(cr;)isiTiMui-uJi'?- C(irr)z5L-rf(Lfe-u2)r/i-CriK)W(u2-i/i)^ar" Tl dz V di Tl (j> '
In order to determine p,it is sufficient to make use of the first of
these equations, which gives the greatest accuracy, because its numerator
and denominator are larger than those in the two following equations. In
11
practice we proceed as follows: Let us set
Li_
17




'2 r-2 s~2-r~2-C= rf- s-1 rr = it MD2(U5-Ui) j
and
17 la 5171 (Ua-Ui)= flT fo
Hence
P . (1*28)
For the determination of the true anomalies we use the relations
rr= —e—— > rr=—p— >
11-ecosUt 11-e cos 1)$
which give
e cosUi--p--1 , ecosUc-l—i . (1.29)17 3 17
The last equation can be represented in the form









Sin (tJs~1)i)~ (l-cos(Vi-Vi)) 2 D
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the equations (1.29) and (1.30) permit us to find 1J± and 6 .
With the help of the relations (1.31)
1/3= ui + (l/3-l/l)
is also obtained.
The semi-major axis CL and the mean daily motion T) are directly
obtained from
ol=.P fi-e2)"1
j v=k cl5/2 .
For elliptical orbits we find the eccentric anomalies by the formulas
icL7)
"z" = fM" ^ T" > %5 J
and then v/e apply Kepler's equation giving the mean anomaly
-/I i = El — e 5LT1 ELi (i. = ljb) .
The time of perihelion passage is computed by use of the formula
T~ - 4°- NI — Li. ((.-1^3) -)
where ~Li (L=lJb) is the E.T. corrected for planetary aberration.
The element which normally replaces ~T~ in elliptical orbits is the
mean anomaly -J^io at some specific epoch -to. n a can be calculated from
Jlc=n(L-T) or Tlo-JAi+n (io-in) (L=ib)
where, again, Li. (L=ljb) is the E.T. corrected for planetary aberration.
To find the remaining three elements tU0£. and -2 we require a
knowledge of the vectorial equatorial constants3 Ix ^ Q-"*jz
which are componentSjin the equatorial, system ycf the unit vectors JFJ5 and




cosUi + Q.rr sm Uij
n-T fi cos Ua + Q_ IT SLT) Us
»n; »-v, -J
~P -JL£Sen Us ~JI ll" SIT) Ul
it n sin (Ui- Ui)
n — JJ ^ CQj, Ul— JT fa COS U 3
£~ Kr.sivdJ.- Ul) 3
from which"^P and Q. could be evaluated directly, but it is more convenient
to proceed using the already defined vector Jo . Whence
-N
"pL COS Ul SLT1 U1 p.YI n;
Q Mg. XSAlk11 ~ I o r; •
The elements L^Q and cO are referred to the ecliptic, therefore we
have to rotate the co-ordinate system about X -axis through an angle £
equal to the mean obliquity of 1950.0. If the ecliptic vectorial constants
are
LcXX vw 1/IiO iilc: cui V UJ—LU[Lt_Lt/jr Ui J11 UllC










0 COSE. —SLTS £
O 5m£ COSE.
Alternatively^
SinuJSi.nL - Vcosa-f^t 3
CoSuJ SLTli - Q.Z C0b£ - Q.^SLTl£ 3
SLTlS - (R cosiO- GL^slti uj) sec£ 3
COS-Q, = P* COSuJ-GU S1T)U3 3
cosi =- (n SltilO 4 gl-*. cos u)^ cosec 0
From these equations we obtain Oj^ 1 and 5 . In the numerical applications
we must take care that the found values of the angles are the values of the
corresponding orbital elements, since the same value of trigonometric




The problem of the determination of elements by Laplace's method can,
briefly^be described as follows: From the known topocentric position
vectors of the Sun "R. i (i=lJ2J5 ) at the instants -L i J: 2 3 i 5
and the unit vectors p ( 1=1^2^) along the topocentric position vectors
of the planet, we determine its heliocentric position and velocity vectors
at the instant t = tx in the rectangular ecliptic system of co-ordinates,
and from these we find the elements of orbit.
Before we continue with the method we shall explain how we can
4
determine the velocity vector of a planet at the instant '-o, given its two
position vectors at tj. and t^ and the position vector at t0 , where
~Li (. ito "tZ .
If the attraction of the other bodies are neglected, the acceleration
of the planet relative to the Sun is given by
r=- ka(i+m)-£ 3 (2.D
I
where k is the Gaussian constant and m the mass of the planet expressed in
terms of the solar mass.
We define T by
T = k (£-£0)
3
and introduce the following notation
r-d£
, r- r(l° oLt
The equation (2.1) becomes
- — (1-f TTl) • (2.2)
We write the solution of (2.2) in a Taylor's series
15
oo
nr. + r/x + r/'^ + Y rr""^ ,~ ~ ~ ~ y t /_ Aj \j IZ' Z—b ~YT' 0 <2*3)
v=5
where _To is the position vector at t=to, and the subscript o refers to
the values for this position.
r~"
The differential equation (2.2) permits us to eliminate Jo in terms
* y—
__ y— I
of Jo and lo — Jo| . Similarly, the higher derivatives in the
equation (2.3) can be eliminated by successive differentiation of the
equation (2.2). This process leads to an expression
00
A uu
..hore f= ,7/X* ^
77~o II- 7]-° '■
These power series in T are known as "f and g series".
The coefficients k Md Z are polynomials in |l_o (So and
<fo j defined by
u.= /i±rn) 5 So=jL (co=£_ m . (2.5)
lo lo lo I
Lagrange was first to give explicit expressions for and
up to Tl= 5 . The direct derivations for T) 3 5 becomes very laborious.
Cipoletti (18?2) discovered two recursive formulae





with initial values ~f0 ~ 1 and ^ = O . The tedious
algebra involved in the evaluation of the formula (2.6) can be carried out
by a computer. Sconzo (1965) obtained £ and on an IBM 7094
computer, up to n = 27.
In the present work the coefficients £ and ^ up to 12^
order will be used. The expressions for these arc given in the table I.
Consider now two position vectors at the instants TL T2■>
respectively. Using the power series expansion (2.3) about the same epoch,
approximately halfway between Ti and T~a D we obtain
£ = £ + U'T± + +£ +
(r = rr+(7T1+f:"^, +c'3)4£ +~ ~ ~ 9 / ~ 5/
//
We eliminate using the equation (2.2). Then
U = Qii; +rr'm .
~ ~ ~
O.
n = a*!7 +c'51I|-,+ ^
n . (l + rn)Ti , ~ . ( 1+rr) Zlwhere (£1 = 1
p 3 and GLz= 1~ ■ •
' o ^-10
Neglecting higher terms in the expansions (2.7), we obtain
(2.7)
(rr- rraJrz - ( /_ _ /T1 _2\ (2.8)ZxT.i (Ti~ La J .
we
Now, using the velocity vector and the known position vector Jo
evaluate a first approximation of jJ.oj6o and £0 .Then, with the help
of the table I, we calculate approximate values of the J? and
17
series at the point T- Ti say and 9^ .Since we have these values,





Repeating the same process, we can obtain the desirable accuracy for
To which, of course, is confined because we truncated the f and ^
series.
We return now to the Laplacian method.
The geometrical conditions of the problem are expressed by the
equation
r=pp-£, (2.9)
where P = ( jZ ) is the heliocentric radius vector of the planet,
"FU (X X Z ) and are the topocentric position vectors
^ -> j '
of the Sun and the planet respectively with reference to the observer.
The co-ordinates j 3 Z 3 X 3 Y ^Z jTi3 3 are the equatorial rectangular
co-ordinates of the bodies.
We differentiate the equation (2.9) twice with respect to TT
/
r =p'p +pp'-Tl d (2.10)
r - p£ -h 2p/p,+ pp/X -"R- • (2.11)
We now impose the dynamical condition that the Earth and the minor
planet move around the Sun in accordance with the law of gravitation.
Neglecting the attraction of other planets, we have
-g"= _ i+m*.x r"=-l+mrft J ~ pi f )
where me and m are the masses of the Earth and the minor planet. The
quantities are expressed in astronomical units, solar masses and i / k
mean solar days.
Neglecting the mass of minor planet, as very small compared with the





We substitute the expressions for
12 "
it and JT into (2.11).
Then
-p + (x _ p"f+ zp'p'+ pp".
Multiplying both sides by * ( P ^ P ) • ( P X | /
v/e obtain
(U TTle 1 ^ OT_








j P j R
It is necessary to have one more equation involving f and P •
Such an equation may be obtained by squaring the equation (2.9)« Then
r*= (a.U)
19
We have now to evaluate the determinants D j D1 and Dm .
Suppose that the topocentric equatorial co-ordinates, QLl/'Dl (L=lj2j5)
have been obtained from three observations made at the instants
and £3 . The direction cosines of the line from the Earth to the
Sun at ~L — i. i (i=iJ2J5) are given by
j\ 1 - cos^cosoLl j ji. = c.os'bt scnOL[ j \JL - sirwi ( [= 1^5) _ (2. 15)
The quantities j\ L J u.L ^ L are the components of the unit
vector p. . Thus the vector is known.
The position vectors of the Sun ~R i (i= 1^5) are obtained
by interpolation from the equatorial rectangular co-ordinates of the Sun,
tabulated in the Astronomical Ephemeris.
The next step in the evaluation of the determinants consists of the
-\
determination of the first and second derivatives of the vector p at an
instant ~t 0 such that ii < lo < t 3 • The vector p can
be expanded as power series in T 0 that is
P r: P fp'l + P^X1 -L ... .X X -1° X° 2/ (2.16)
In the case of the minor planets the series converges rapidly for
small values of T.
The series (2.16) can be written in terms of J\ 0 jj. and V
as
J -x
X] ~J\o ~hj\oT -j-j\o -f
/ "
|X = jX+^oT +pi0-X/+ a (2.17)
I/ = l^o t^li Vo +
20
If the observations are equally (or nearly equally) spaced, one takes,
in practice, the time of the second observation as the epoch ~£o. Then Tz-0
and j\0-j\x j
If only three observations are given, the series (2.17) have to be
p'truncated. To obtain the components of the vectors and P
we obtain the following systems of equations
l/0= l/z ■
J\ 1= J\o T.X +
(2.18)
W^V-o + KoX.+ Ko^,
^3-p-c -f-p.o-c5+p.o -Xi
(2.19)
l/l = l/o + l/o'T1+ l/o"
l4 - Vo + l/o Tj-f Vo'
(2.20)
Since (Jii^ijl/i) j (JiijKjl/i) 3 tJo-yL 3 K~K j l/o— l/i)
Ti and T5 are given we derive (JkKV.'/l and
(_/)o j P° j Vo ) by solving the equations (2.18), (2.19)
and (2.20).
21
The values so obtained are approximate due to the truncation of the
series (2.17). If more than three observations are available we can obtain
more accurate values, writing more equations containing more terms. Of
course, the number of equations, which we can use, is limited by the fact
that the instants of the observations must be included in the interval of
convergence of the series (2.16), and we can no longer neglect the action
of the other planets on the motion of the Earth and the minor planet,
since more observations require a longer interval of time. This must be
small, especially, when the perturbations from Jupiter on the minor planet
are large.
The choice of the time of the second observation as the initial epoch
has been made with the assumption that the second observation is halfway
(or nearly halfway) between those of the other two. The question now arises,
what should be taken as the initial epoch, when this assumption is not valid,
and why vie make such an assumption.
Let us consider the power series expansions (2.1?) about some epoch
point Then the errors, resulting from neglecting the higher
terms in the right members, are given by the relations
AjC =- ^7 7l'(n +Ti +u)_ -L ^"'(Tf+xf+TsVu r,+x2 T5 +T5 rj+
and similar expressions for All, 5 •> AlA? j A\/o .
order,
Cles \J0 are subjected to errors of the third
are subjected to errors of the second order,
22
n h
while the errors in J\o 0 jJLa j, Vo are of the first order.
Since, in general, an error of the first order is more serious than one of
the second order, the origin of the time should be chosen as to make the
^' " . i "




1 1 ( L , J_ ,1 1
(2.22)"to .
Hence the instant of the second observation is taken to be the origin
of the time when the successive observations are equally or about equally
distant from one another.
The determinants D o D» and are easily computed at the
n / n"
point T — 0 from the evaluated derivatives jp o p and the known
vectors JR. o and p • Then, the equations (2.12) and (2.14) take the
form
r
(p-C-f-px J (2-25)I o
ff + Af.XB (2.24)
where C= j A=-26) JB = .
The index zero refers to the initial epoch t0.
In order to find the values of To and fo we have to solve the
system of the equations (2.23), (2.24). Rather than attempting to solve
this system by algebraic calculations, calculations which lead us to an
equation of the eighth degree in p ^ it is easier to obtain values
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for ^ and IV by simultaneous solution of the equations of the system.
This is accomplished by means of successive approximations. A value of fo
about 2 j8 a.u., which is the mean heliocentric distance of the minor
planets, is inserted in the equation (2.23) to obtain a value of fV •
Then with the help of the equation (2.2A-) we evaluate a second approximation
of W . This is substituted into (2.23) and the process is continued
until successive approximations are identical to the required accuracy.
After To and PD are known we can evaluate fV making use
of the equation (2.13), which at the point X = 0 becomes
e _/ 1-fTTleIV (2.25)T = o
The planetary aberration should now be taken into account. This is
done subtracting from the E.T. the light time for the distance between the
planet and the observer, that is
correc ted -Li = '£.L= "ti-A pL (1 =1^3) y (2.26)
where A*= 0.003 T f 5 6 0 m.s.d., is the time, in mean solar days,
during which the light travels one a.u.
For the modified variable time X we have,
Tl = t? = k (irto) (1=1,2,3)corrected Ll Ll — n \ Ll Lo/ lL ~ .X '
which by the introduction of the equation (2.26) becomes
or Tlc=Tl- kJ\*(pL - 0 Ci=l_,2^).(2.27)
In order to make these corrections to the instants of observations, it is
necessary to know the values of p (I - 1^2^) • These are given
2^
with sufficient approximation by
(?=K + f2'
Substitution of this equation in equation (2.27) gives
T;c= Ti - k J\*(£ +£ T;-f) or Tt= , (UiA5). (2.28)
P
With these new corrected values of ~Ci (l=lJZJ5) we repeat the
/
evaluation of p and p until successive approximations of these are
identical to the required accuracy.
We can now find the velocity vector Jo . In order to do this we
need the velocity vector "R. o . This is obtained by using the process
which is described at the beginning of this chapter. From the known
position vectors "Bri a > E i and the corresponding times Ti Tj-Oj^-3
we calculate the values of the f and g series^and then making use of the
-Q ' '
equation (2.if) we obtain the velocity vector fLo . Since p p
and Ro are already known, the equation (2.10), at the point i=io
gives the desired velocity vector Jo .
The vectors Jfo and To" are already known, and as a matter of
fact, their components comprise an alternative set of the six constants
of integration of the two body problem, so we can proceed in the deter¬
mination of the orbital elements of the minor planet.
Since the elements 2 o I and co are referred to the ecliptic,
we rotate the co-ordinate system about x-axis through an angle 6 3
equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic. Then the components of the vectors
fo and To in the new system are given by
)
Xe^zcj - J M f£) '
(2.29)
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where is the matrix
1 0 0
0 cos £ -5LT)£
0 SLT)£ cos£
The angular momentum per unit mass
(,= r* iCz k(r*-4^)= k(r*r') ,~ <lt ~ J.x (2.30)
is constant and can be found at once. Its components in the ecliptic
co-ordinate system are evaluated by
h(2.31)
On the other hand, the direction cosines of the unit vector A
as is evident from the geometry of the orbit, are
• smSsini j-cobSsini ^ cost.
Since
yv









From the formulae (2.31) , since A*e 5 Aue } A ze and A









z.e I o 711© is the mass of the Sunfi = (fu+K^ + Kwhere
and TTl the mass of the asteroid. Since 171 is much less than 7D 0
and, in general, unknown, it is usually neglected.
In order to find the eccentricity G let us consider the equation
r= P/(l+ecosU) or ecoiU=—-1 3 (2.32)
r
which describes, in first approximation, the relative motion of the
asteroid. Differentiating this equation once with respect to "t we
obtain
-esmU u = r.
r (2.33)
Since the tangential component of the velocity in a motion is ]/ •= V• V
and K= P" V the equation (2.33) becomes
i_ _P_
K
e bin U_ - p . (2.34)
Squaring and adding the equations (2.32) and (2.34) we obtain
e" =(-£r)2+ (-p- -i)\ «-35)
which gives the value of the eccentricity. Using this value, with the
help of the equations (2.32) and (2.34), we can find the true anomaly.
We notice that i is given by
\r _ ot (-xzi- ^2+Zz)/2_. 1 / , .,,2, • - • \
~~




The semi-major axis oL is obtained directly from
a z-A-
(i-e)
Next step is to find CO . The heliocentric ecliptic rectangular
co-ordinates are given by
- F( cos 5 cos ( co + U ) — Sen 2 slti (u> + u) cosi ) ^
^ e=r ( sm 2 cos (uj + u) ■+ cos5 sin (to + u) cos i)-,
2e~r(sm (u)+u)sini) .
Multiplying the first equation by cos £ D the second by sin £ and
adding we obtain
2ecos 2 "f^eSlTlS = Ifcos ( uJ + f) .
Similarly, multiplying the first equation by — Sin S cosi ^ the
second by CosScosi j the third by sin'l and adding we get
~Xe sin £ cosi -f cos2 cos i + Ze sinl - rsm (uj +u) .
The combination of these two equations gives
-"^e SIT) 5 C051 + ye COS Q COS 1 + Ze SlTl [
{.OCTl(cO+ u) — /^eCOS-2 + Ve Sin 2
28
Since U j Q I are already known, we obtain u) .
The mean daily motion T1 is obtained without difficulty from the relation
Tl* - k / CX5 .
The already known true anomaly and the eccentric anomaly are connected
by the relation
| E ( I - 1 [Jtocn-^-- M—— torn.Z \ 1+e J 1
Consequently we can easily find the value of L .
Using Kepler's equation
J^l= E ~ eSLTlE ,
we obtain the mean anomaly and hence the time of perihelion passage,
since
_M= T> (t—T) T
i
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/i= 105<rV-<r(45v+ l.V)
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gt= 420+/,— (j (1806/, +30/,2)
g, = -4725+/,++(31506/1+630/,2) - 54<M2-225eV-^
gs= 62370+/,- <r3 (567006/,+12600/,2)
+<r (30246/i2+945062M+126/x3)
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The Solution of the N-Body Problem by Power Series
The rt-body problem is defined in the following way. Consider
n bodies with masses 'IDi. 3 TT)^ ' - TO-n with such an internal mass
distribution that they may be considered as particles which attract each
other ac cci*ding to "tlx e Newtonian law of gravitation. They are free to
move in space, initially in any given manner. The problem is to find their
subsequent motion.
The notation used in this chapter is given below.
The position vectors of the particles and their co-ordinates in a
Cartesian right handed inertial system are:
Vl = o JJ = (~X3.jyzJZz) } ■ • ■ J7 = (Xn\ T^Zn) .
•IL -1/ .
The vector connecting the L and J ^ - 1 ■ ■ . Tl , c fcj)
particles is;
= °-2)
The derivatives of the position vectors of the bodies^with respect to
T
3 are:
JT = \JsdJL ^ —S. and in general % ctl[ (^..7,) (3-3)d~C ^ cLT ~ CL I J
V>y 1
where T — k d ~ io) . These derivatives^with respect to t^are:
n£ = I? = dJL fi = and in general (7 -~(L= ty * - T)) . (3.




Hence the following relation is evident:
k" n""= IT"1 (i = q • -n) . (3.5)
Neglecting any acceleration possibly caused by thrust, drag,
gravitational forces exterior to the system of the bodies, etc., the force
/




THj (L = lj • -71 ) . (3.6)
j'a 'y
Since this force, according to Newton's second law, is equal to
2 i
TfU cLVl/Ji (Lyv) equation (3.6) becomes
J2 r 2 V~
~ k2Tf]-L L.TT\;JLzII (i. = i3 ■ ' " T)) . (3.7)
cLt J=1-L
JF- UJ
However, the form of equation (3.7) is not very useful for practical
applications. We consider, therefore, an (n + l)-body system, and for
the salts of convenience the origin of the co-ordinate system is transferred
to a particular body. The form of the equations of motion, referred to
this relative co-ordinate system, fixed to one of the bodies, say to the
(n+1) are
2
■ -I Z.7Tij(~rF + j (3.8)cLt \l M Ilj Ij
where k is the gravitational constant, TR0 S TTI-n+i is the mass of the
central body which is considered as the origin of the co-ordinate system,
v~r ;
Tul is the mass of the L body, Il the distance of the L
body from the origin and fTj the distance between TD i and TTlj - It
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is obvious that
f[ =|YT| =. (*?+y2L +z\)/2 n) J (3.9)
Hi- = |jr-nl= (-Xj-Xi)2+(%-$)*+(ZrZi) J
Vz
Since the system being considered is the Solar System, to establish
the equations of motion using dimensionless variables, we express the
distances in astronomical units, the masses in solar masses and the time in
1/k mean solar days. Then equation (3«8), by introduction of the








(t=ly ■ ■ Tl) 0
(3.10)
(l+TnJ—r^ - Z^TTIj — 3 FT + J~ TTI; ( pi rrsJ-D d-~u j=i fij - hj ij i
J*=«- •
The system (3.10) consists of n second-order differential equations for
the vectors n ( i - i, 2. - - - -m) and it is equivalent to a system
of 3n second-order differential equations for the co-ordinates t

















J=1 'LJ i J=1 J J
jfi J
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We reduce this second-order system to another of first order.,by
introducing new variables given by
o.i=(uiJVi ^ = (xi 0 yl jzj (l= 1: ■ ■ Tl)., (3.12)
































In order to prove that there exists a solution of this system, three
theorems are given below, which will be used for this purpose.
j> T-
Theorem 1 r If a function -f has a derivative at a point <-i
i
then it is also continuous at T ■ (Apostol, Vol. I, p. 116)
Theorem 2 : Let f and ^ be continuous functions at a
point Ti j then the sum D the difference j- - ^ and the
product jP. ^ are also continuous at ~C1 . The same is true for the
quotient X /cy if Z ( Ti J ^ 0 . (Apostol, Vol. I, p.115).7
Theorem3: A general first-order system for 771 unknowns
functions <l may be written as:
3k
SPi'= ti (t3 t,> >' ' • ' ft, ">
kz= L(T= ft, ' ftz » • • ' ' ftm ) (3-14)
ftm=L(r,ft, =<ft> ■■ ■ ■ D
I A,.... and the derivatives !ln%Suppose that
f L a j= 1 j .. .77?) are continuous in a box
|T-T°| < K 3
^l- I ^ K (i. - i i .... m) 3
Y/here T°j ^ ^ are given numbers. Then for some positive number f~L
9(T) - f o <Pi(T) 3 . . . . ^(Il)there exists a solution
of the system (3'lk) which is defined for T in the interval j"C-T°|<K
and satisfies the conditions ft (T-)=<f>r -1= . ... m). The solution is
unique in the sense that, if 9>i=93t(l) I L - 1 s ... TT\ )
is another solution and satisfies 9l (t°J — (i-ls . . . IT) ) , then (z)-fy L (z)
in their common interval of definition (Morrey, p. 698)
'
11 ' '
the derivatives 7U, Vl>Zl 3Firstly, we notice that the existence of
/ // / /j/''t 1' "
VLlb~X'l j v£ = <?/.' 3 lvi"=Z£ (i=ij ...Tills obvious by the nature of the problem, and
for the reason that the components of the velocity and acceleration vectors
(to which the derivatives are identical) are limited for every value of the
time T. Similarly, the functions Y7-K7"(t) 0 f~ii - fil ( t) (L 3 j = Is .. ,T) Lf3)3
possess first order derivatives in the interval (-00 3+00), which are
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calculated as follows:
rr- it = rr1- 2 rr-rr'= 2 rr rr - rr= JzJL'-
T (-x?+af+2j)V2 '(3.i5)
( L=l> . . . 71)
JTi fu=K, IS - 2 fij • fh 2 rsj g ~ e'= JLGL




1/-_ \ Aj~ AlH A]- Ai )-f-[ 0 J Oil I flj Qil^KLi-Li)\Li~Lll ,. .
hi - 7TA TTTTD iTil 7~ _ ^ \i/„ (g-l3,„n Lij)
The functions IT - Y7 (t ) o IT/ ~ ITj' ("£) L f J )
therefore, possess first-order derivatives for every value of T in the
interval f ooj+oo ) _ These are given hy
(rf-MTV. (fTj"J)-3rT?f7/ ci,j=i,...-n i*ji.
We must, obviously, exclude the points of singularity, if they exist.
Consequently, according to theorems 1 and 2, the right hand side terms
of system (3.13) are continuous in the open interval (-OOj-f oo) ^ except at
the points of singularity.
In the same way we can easily prove that the partial derivatives of
the right hand side terms of the system (3.13) are continuous in the same
interval.
So the theorem 3 assures the existence of a unique solution of system
(3.13).
The next step is to prove that the position vectors J7 (L= 1 j . . . Tl)-,
being considered as functions of the modified time "C 2 possess
derivatives of all orders and so the unique solution of the system (3.13)
36




aL= TT"3 , = -n) 3
I K
r'p' < Tt) (3,17)





where it is obvious that = ^jiu 2 ^Cjn-^jin (L,j3H = l- ■ -71)0
OCij-CXjL (Ljj-ly-n ifj) and OiiL - 1 (L^lj--r\).
The proof that the derivatives of these expressions are functions of
the expressions themselves is given below.
They are initially given the formulae for the acceleration vectors
rr" ^ j7 of the (_th and Jth particles by changing the
indices of equation (3.10), a fact which will help us later to avoid
confusion with the indices of the expressions (3.17)
Tl -n ~ T)
n ft r« ft Fa ft G
jft-o+mjUZ- irZ^h-ti+t^cS. <i=i---n> _ (J.19)
~ft i;> ft ^ ft rh
We proceed now to the calculation of the derivatives
OL;
/ / / X / /
l > 3 )/U" j ®ij " (i-jj 1 ■ •--n) j oLlj j bij (Ljj = i . ,. v Lfj)
Differentiating the first of the relations (3.17) once with respect
to x we obtain
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aUfrr^-sn'rr* <i=i---7D ,
which by introduction of equation (3.15) becomes





m - 2) OCL Q ili (i=l- • • n) . (3.20)
Similarly, differentiation of the second of the relations (3.17) gives
' (faY K-"J7+4£:_2J^7 r/£/K~^ pi piI K r-'k k-





n ,-£m r.- J n1 /L—"51 L—n,Ji
1 ly J=i ly j=i L
1 -71 i-j. Jt
+
■ ' /
, ir-ir _ 2 r«'r«
rr " r«5 n





+ £Lt' _ 2 JiJC. J2lL a,—-)
n: rK2 C
and according to the expressions (3.17)
^Lj k ~ ~ l~) Q-lX) ij u — 2$ ij k ^ ^ ^ K
i vJ-1-





HjK VKKK (LJjJK= 1 • • • 71 ) •
Differentiating both sides of the third of the relations (3.17) with
respect T we obtain
I/,-
n






which upon substitution of equations (3.15), (3.18) and (3.19) becomes
'
_ JG -(l+rnj—v - [7 S~ TTu-4r,+ 4ttu-£- - Y im JQ-ir.- ~
11
3 p 5 4r— '"J p j ^—" J\ pi














Y7- rr y p-3 v p-317£ v" rb nZ




'K IK I*-1. f*=1. Ik IKT
ĥtJ
K-1.
_ o Ti-p .c-.r; r. ,
Ik IK
Introduction of expressions (3«17) gives
n *n n
jK - - (i+-mi)at- 4K - 4K +ZL™j,ai>i 4* "4^ a, 4,* -
JPi 31=1 ' Jl = i
7?pi JI£L Jlfi
-p -n -n
- (lirrij)olj$Ljv, - aj>+ K otj> J10h°V^M (3.22)f*
Kf J
h= J*Bl.
2JjijK "Ukkk (yT* -1 • • •71) •
To find the derivative y * ( L> j 3 K -- 1 3 2 3 . . . 71 ) we
differentiate both sides of the relation
/ 17-17 ,. .
IK
with respect to T to give
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— 2 i> • 17 X"k -l. _
Tu1 "
UKK ( L ,-j ,K= i • • • T)) .
(3.23)
Similarly, from the relation OUjH f7j
we obtain
( L,j = 1,- • • V ifij)
=-3r^ IT/,
which upon substitution of equation (3.16) becomes
c n-jfr)-(o-rr)
aa- = - 3 rr,i/ r-wj







This, according to expressions (3.17)» takes the form
IT2
ij - -3(XiJ t£/4 ~^iji ^«i) (i)] = ly-n L±j) . (5.24)CL.J
Vie obtain the derivative
following
A;, j) from the
4-(|r-a•y<2^-2F-z'y
r2 /k F >r.J
^0
which with the help of the equations (3»15) and (3*l6) becomes
/
l . r' r r:1 (J7-I1)-(Q-jgJ)ij S/ 17j
_ , £'■_ i.r oi-nntr-rr)
'ij 0 11
■ JJl 1Y2L0 L IL£' xjl;
h1 (i/ I tTj2! v p ip rr2 rf2
Introduction of expressions (3«17) gives
tlij=2Ljim -2 jy (4-;"j=1"71 ^J 1 •(3-25)
For the sake of convenience, the results of the above calculations are
summarized in the following
(Xi =-3 CXL Oiii f i - l j' " fl ) j
/ n n
^Lj*- ~ ( l+TTll) OLlbLj* _<byK Z^iTnj)CXL^'fX_—
^ Jiti





~(l+Tf\j)(Xj $ljh — -h/L.W^OCj^ k ~2-- ^TH^CX^ ^i.p.K —
p+j
~Z^iju ^XKK ^jjjK= 1 ' ' ' Tt) }
ij K - 2. ^J* ^Kl< f L jjj K - i ' " " T)) _>
oc tj - -5oCij by (ijji ~ b>yi. ~ $ju 4 ^C'u) f(j = 1 ■ ■ ■ n z £j j ^
by - ~2 by ( by (^jjL ~ $yi —$ju + )- b)ui j ft0 j = i • • • n Zj)
Differentiation of equations (3.26) with respect to T., and the
/
introduction of the same equations, as soon as the derivatives QL L
, / ' /
. ■> Yij, j uiju (ijjU -1-OLij 3 /)y (ijj-i- ■ *7i ifj) appear, gives
the second-order derivatives of the expressions (3»17) as functions of the
expressions.
In order to find the higher-order derivatives of the expressions (3.17)»
/
v/e can repeat this differentiation process, each time eliminating
$LjK 0 VijK ^ Y) ij* (ijjaK = I- • -v) jOCij j bij (Ljj-l-'-n it j) by means of
equations (3.26) as the case demands.
As the next step in the course of the proof it v/ill be shown that, by
making use of expressions (3.17)_-we can actually obtain the derivatives
If! ("J V >/ 3 I L = Jj • • • 77 ) as functions of the position
and the velocity vectors of the bodies J^* ^ JJ (i- 1 ■ * ' "H ) .
The equations of motion already give the second-order derivatives
n ( L= 13- • • T1 ) in the desired form. On substituting expressions
(3.17) into equation (3.10) we obtain
rr =
-n T>
(l+TniiaL-Z.-m.-ai/ FT +2Ztt?/fcx£/-oc/) (T a-i...v). (3.27)
j=i J J ~ j=i J J ~
J*L
Introducing a more general notation we can write this as follov/s
■n
TT"=L (C^U+D^jj') ft=v-n) , (3.28)
where
Caa - - (i +TnL) cxl -JL Tnf at/ (i=iJ= 1 J J 71)0 1
Cij2= ir)j(cLij-cxj) (ijj = ij- - ■ ri Lfj) ,
bDijl = 0 ( LJ =1- ' ■ 77) .
(3.29)
(5)
The third-order derivative lf~L ( 1 = 1 0 • • • T) ) is easily-









VIH-Z_ TfyfoCij-CXj) IJ (t=iyn)
J**- J*L




5 ( 1 + 777 l) Oii V Hi +
+3Z TTlj CXij /)y- ( - 4jil - Oiji + $jjl)
J = l
Jti
>JLL UiJ JJ] n - (3.30)




i)ai-Z^1T1i(Xif)rr -t L.7ri;(<Xii-a;) IT (i=l0--n) .+ \ (1+Til l OLi / TTlj CC Lj/ 1 l 1 / / / ij ~ 'J~1 J"1
jfL J*i
We may write this in the general form of equation (3.28), that is
-n
jL { Cijsfi-hDiji Jj' J (L = lyV)j (3.31)3=1
where
Tl




C iii = $rnj (oiij bij ( $Ut-$jLi-SijL i *$jji) OCj Sjjj) ( L,j=l. ■ ■ ■ T) Li*j> 3
n
Diis = - (l+rnJoCi-Z
j=i mjocLj (L= ij-••ri >
THjioCij-OCj) (ijj-lj- • • 71 •
Having differentiated equation (3«30) once with respect to T and
having made use of equations (3.26) and (3.27)_,as soon as the derivatives
OLlj ^Zj K j 1/ ijK 0 = 3 ^£j 3 biJ (ijj-ly-Tl Lfj)
appear (and after substantial algebraic calculations)0the fourth-order derivative








(UTni)TDjOLi [- CLij +3 (OLij-OLj) \ iji J +
^ ^bjj CI Lj' b Lj h Lj i^Lii ~ $JU- ^iji 4" h^Lii J^LJL ~VjLi
"+ (i+mdoLL (Zi" 1) + (liTDj) OLj ({jii ) +





"f" 7T) Z_ (OCj^ (CTj^lZ _<bL|j.L 7" ^bjb OC^<. Ch i^xi -'^bjju.i) ) J
bti
Tl






3 a ib^uii (lirn^cd'Yui) + cx-jZ; +
t az Z7?73i faz^-(otb-ab ZjlZ ) +
bk
+ 5171 j OC Li Llj ( 5ui J (vLu-$yd~ uLjl + f-ojjj -
f (liTDi) OCibiii + (liTflj) OCj CbM - l)+2(^UL-iiji )
^ , , V





Trip. (aJh (cly'p-L -hbjyj bbju ~l) tcx^fbL^i _<bypj)
+ 77!j (au-OCj) ((1+7T1 l)cXl + (1+71)j) OLi +
T) n
+ Z-in.oc^ + Z^ 7nuarh




t t_ Ittk (OtL-.-CU





A -m^(ot^ J - ccj) T7) +
+ 6 (i+mi)ou^u +JLTT)jOCn bj ($iiL~Vju~$LJL + ijji)
j-1
JH




inJ lay b lj (bbLa - (bja ~ ^Lfi + ~ cc i ^in>JU V Jl rr.
Equation (3.32) obviously has the form
i
(L -1 j ... n) .
n'+I (Cy>^+DVrj' rz - l 77) .
J= 1
In a completely analogous manner, and since the expressions (3.17) are
functions of the position and the velocity vectors of the bodies, one can
find the derivatives of all orders of the position vectors 3
(L — 1 • • • n ) 3 as functions of the position and velocity vectors of
the bodies. It is also evident that these derivatives have the general
form
n
fl"'= ZfCij.ir+Dij.lT')~ j=i J ~ J ~
and are continuous as algebraic combinations of continuous functions (see
theorem 2).
The indices L
^ J ^ V mean that, each C ij \> or
T) iji/ is a different expression of CU ^ $ Li v<_ . „ _ , w tJK j jy* J
OLjK ( L-J j,K = i0 • • • Tl) 3 QLlj J bij (ijj-lyf) Lfj ) for different H
(L= l • • -n) or different Jfj (j = • • • 7) ) or different
order of derivative.
If we consider J7 (L=l)2-i-,'Tl) to mean JT
(i - 1 j- • ■ n) then we obtain
n
JfT (l,) = Z_ ( Chv ly + DyV 17 ) (t = iJ-*-'n) l/^O . (3.34)
J- i
Comparing equation (3.34)» for IJ — O with the equation
f7( } = f7 (i = 1.- ■ ■ 7?) it follows that the "coefficients"
C tj o 3 J) lj'o have the values
Cy° = ( i3j = ij- ' - n ) j
T e (-ooj+oo) (3.35)
Dyo - 0 (iJ - 1 j' • • n ) 3
where Oy is the Kronecker's delta.
^6
Similarly, comparing equation (3«3*f)» for V- i ^ with the
equation f~i E f~i ( L= ij* • • T) ) gives the values of
Cyi j Diji
Cijl = O (L,j - ly • • 71) , (3<36)
"C 6. (-000+ 00)
djj-iy" ' n) .
We have already proved that the solution n fx) ( i-ly ' Tl) of the
system (3.13) is defined in the open interval 00 3 + 00 ) (except
at the points of singularity), and all the derivatives of this exist in the
same interval. Hence^we can form the Taylor's series for JTT (T) ([=1J---T\)
in powers of the independent variable T about some epoch point,
say ([0 ( L = i • • • 71 ) .
( L - lj ■.
V-o
The proof that this series converges in an open interval L* )
is given in the appendix A-l.
Y— ( 0 ) / \In equation (3*37) we interpret \'io ( l r • • • rt J to mean
JT (t = lJ---n) at 1=0 and (aC£/^ -
Later it will be showqthat recursion formulae can be derived, which
will provide numerical values for the power series coefficients. These
formulae will enable us to compute Tio / VJ ( L - 13 1 •' 71 ) \! >/ 2.
successively in terms of JTo and jffo (L - 13 • • • T,l) . So as a first step
we have to find formulae for the calculation of the velocity vectors
Yio' (i s l'- ■ - 1))r
w— ( V ) %
Equation (3*3^) gives the general form of the derivatives \i (L-li,.tT\)
A/
V>/0 for every value of the time T . In the case of T = O we obtain
k?
-F0 ~HL (Cijvo Ho + L.jvo Co ) (L=ty---n) no ■> (3.38)
J"1




( t'j' = ly ■ ■ n) no 3
(£3j = i,- •-n) i/*o.
If, for the sake of convenience and simplicity, we introduce the
notation
= C ijvo/ V.' (Ljj l^/O ^
(3.39)










u V+1 i >̂o + %j V+l Ho ) (L=ly1l) \}>, (3.V3)
Substitution of equation (3.40) in the power series (3-37) yields









It is also obvious from equations (3.35), (3.36) and (3.39) that
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iji — OLj





'iii -T)Lj (l, j - i.• • • n) .y2= (lJJ- y- •
Equation (3»41)» being derived from equation (3«37), is valid at every
interior point of the open interval (~ Z* ^ Z* ) -> since this is the
interval of convergence of the series (3.37). On the other hand, the
vector JT fL=lJ...T));jin relation (3.41 )j has a finite value
in this interval of time. Hence ,the coefficients of the vectors 17o and
CO ~
^ ~
(j= 1 • ■ • 71 ) -s which are in fact the series T i j i/ T ,
— ■> it l J Joo '
v (ljJ = 1- ' 'D ) z must have precise values at every point
I £ (- I j I ). This means that the series converge within interval of
convergence (~ L*j ~E* ) . Hence
V- 1 Ljt T^'1 - tij (Lj = lo • • -v) T£ (-Z*jZ*) j
00
Z ?yVT""XrJy- (Lj-U'--T)) Zel-Z+jT*) .
(3.43)
Using equations (3.43) equation (3.41) becomes
n
^ ,
fL — II ( TLi 1Z ^ (fo ' (i=l .. .7)) re z*). (3.44)
~ j=l J ~ ~
/
Since Kjo and 17. 4=1,..^) are constant, it is possible
to differentiate equation (3.44) once with respect to T to obtain the
velocity vector IT (L = i ,. . . 7l) as
V / q /]
IT — Z__ ( 7if fjo + dii Uo I (Ui---ri) L£ (-1* I*) . (3.45)





One more differentiation gives the acceleration vector f~[ (t=7
U = f fii ITJo "f (fa] [jo / (l~ 1 ■ ■ ■ ri) T £ (~Zj ~L*) . (3.46)
J=l J J ~
On the other hand equation (3^10) is valid for all the values of the
modified time so changing the notation in this equation, we have
11




fl +X. TTlv<f pi ri J^(i.= i---n) (K = 1 Ilk fx
*tL ref-r^i*),
or, writing this in a more general form, we obtain
-n




—^ LL — ( 1 + IT) ^ ) p-3 . TT) V<. jr— 3 ( L = 1, ■ ■ ■ 7) ),i K,:f TK 13K4i
L =_ /J MI LlK THk I pj p-3 IV Ilk Ik ' LjK = 4,
. . 71 iif ti)
(3.43)
(3.49)




(tt= 1* ...d) TTe f-t*, T*j
equation (3.48) becomes
nTl Tl










X-Ak fkj ) HAk A ) ITo
111 - U=1 ~ .
(L = ly-v) T£ (-r*jT*), (5.50)
Subtracting equation (3.M>) from equation (3*50) we obtain
n
(Li-/Lk+(LA,A - A")L
. K= I ~ K=1 ~J- i L K= 1
0 (UlyV.) (3.51)
Since equation (3.51 ) is valid for every value of the variable II in
the open interval ("1^1*) it can be written as
-n
A-Ah+iL
J=i- K=i K-1 ~ J J (3.52)
So, the left hand side is identical to zero in the interval (~~L* 3 T*) 3
and Jjo 7^ 0 0 Jio ^ O ( j = 1 y T) ) . it can easily
be shoivn^that the expressions which appear as coefficients of fjo and
K7o j in relation (3.52must have the values zero in the interval
(-L*o ~L* ) . That is
LU LV, UUJ 0'lJ / I jo
II
■ 0 (L= L- ■ -Tl) Z£ (-L-*T*) .
u
Z_J\i« fKj = fij (l,J =ly • • n) le (- I*o I*)K=1
n
K=-l
H Jl« f iaf = 1J • • -7)) re (-1^1*) •
(3.53)
(3.5*f)
A function represented by power series has, in its interval of
convergence, derivatives of every order which may be obtained by means of
term-by-term successive differentiations. Hence, we easily obtain^by using
r w c • )
equations (3.^3), the derivatives Tij' and 0 (/ 1 ij ~ A' ' ' ^
n
LJ V-5
(\Z-l)(v-Z) iijv TVb io ■ ■ •?■)) ie(-L* l*) ,
// c°-






_y -V-lfij ~Z_ l/' (l/+l) TLjv+lT. (i-jj = 13' '' T)) ref-lM*) , ,J J (3.5°)
" V2"
z Z_v(v-u)0ij V+2.T (L']=iy ■ v) Te(-z*,T*) .»/-1 ^ ^
Substitution of these equations and equations (3«^3) in equations (3.53)
and (3.5^-) gives
•n / <?2 n \ 00
/ (Jlk Z_Tuj'v "C / -/Lfi]V+z(v+l) l/l" 1 (Li'lyd) ze(-L*oL") (3.57)





Since ~J\iu (ljM= 13 ■ • ■ T) ) are functions of the variable "Cj
and we do not know the analytical expressions ^lv<~ JlK (l) (ijK = li ■ • ■ n)j
we can not solve the systems of the differential equations (3«57) and (3«58).
So, in the first approximation we proceed as follows: V/e consider the
functions _/)lu(l) (i \A - 1 3 • • • T) ) as constant and equal to
J\ iv. (Ti) ( L 3 -Ij ■ • • • T) ) -> where Tx belongs to the interval
(~T*j T* ) 3 then according to the identity theorem for power series the
coefficients of terms of the same power of T must be equal. That is
\> i V+l)
V
fijv+z -ILJlJujv (Lj=iy--n) Tef-rvr) 10/1 3 (3,59)
-n
V(\l+l)^ijv+z~JL^ufujv (lJ=l>- -~n) ze(-z*I') V>/1 . (3.6o)
K=X
Analytically, for every l/=l ^ 1^-Z j 1^=3 • • • we have
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( Lsj= i, . . .Tl) i





LK OKJ 5// 3" 3 j
K-i










LJ U- \ Z_/1LU (iKJ 2|1
(Lj -13 ... n).
Since these relations correlate the coefficients of the series of order
2 JJ.+ 1 aTic/. 2jl.-f 2 with the coefficients of order 2 jl-1 ot-noL 2.JJ-
correspondingly, this enables us to find all the coefficients of the series
in terms of the first two.
Introducing equations (3.42) in equations (3.61) and (3.62) we obtain
~f~iii = 1) £j 3
/tJ5--/1 Lj/z
3







fLh - Ii<2 J\%j) /CJ
K=i .3 = 1
L J 8 -° D













K = 1 J|=l
CZ J=J 3 • • -n) .
Since the coefficients of the even order of the series ft J iioi-Lj • • T?J
are equal to zero, these series have the form
fii -- Z bv-t T
V=i
21/-2
(i,J= i. • • - 7?) re . (3.65)
Similarly, since the coefficients of the odd order of the series
(i jJ = 1 J - ■ ■ n) are equal to zero, these series have the form
LJ
CO
^Lj=/L^lji irT1"'1 Te(-Z*oT*). (3.66)
f=i
It has already been shown that the series f- and
5k
( ljj= ' ' ' x) converge in the interval (~ t* 0 z ) (for
the general case). Since in the first approximation the series were derived
with the assumption that the functions —n cK (l) (l; U- i j ■ - • • ti )
are constant in the interval (-!*> L* ) 0 we have to prove the convergence
of these modified series.
Let us take _A —
re f-i^r)
mot* IJltK fx) (l ■> K = i 3 2 j •n ) ,
From equations (3.63) it is easily derived that




/ n1 Jii! =„i J1 -n ^■ / - cx 2 }
/ fi3 2 !i6li -j\ Xl -gT = OC^
ft
u X
2^ / dh h-t |l2M' 11
(2|x).'
h a
According to d'Alembert's ratio test the series
(J.67)
h :>
OO I k I ,
J/'1 ll^
/x = i jX.)/ OC LA.(a=l r
is convergent for every time X € (- I* 3 XT ) because
nK+1J 71 IX 2(^+:
mi
->00 cx









Since this series converges, the absolute convergence^and so the simple
I ■ ,
convergence of the series Tlj f IJ = 1 3 •••!)/ follows directly from
the relations (3«67)«
An entirely analogous process shows that the series ^lJ ( L 3 J = (;
2o • • " 11 ) converges in the same interval of time (~£*d T*) .
JP .
Unfortunately, we have no analytical expressions for the j-ij and Q/;j
series where 11 ) 2 . Consequently, in practical applications we have to
truncate the series after a finite number of terms.
An extensive investigation for different numbers of terms and different
values of shows that these series converge rapidly for values of T
less than 0.2, provided that the number of terms is greater than 60.
The series can easily be made to converge more rapidly by changing the
units of the masses and distances (and hence the values of the quantities
J lu (loK=1d'*,1i))j and therefore the values of the coefficients
of the series .
The calculation of the velocities of the bodies is now an easy problem,
and is obtained as follows: Given the position vectors of the bodies at
two different instants and their corresponding times, say fix 0 f7z
( L — J 3 ■■ ■ 71 ti ^2 can take
~Lo= j ~t = t z >
Then the value of the modified time ~C = k ( I-to) is calculated. With
the presupposition that this value is included in the interval of
convergence of the series (3*37) ^equations (3*^9)» (3»63) (3»64) are
used to calculate the values of the series •/\ j j $1j ( L jJ -Ij
Then the solution of the system
36
( ; - i -)\ L - 1 j ... M !n = I C 4 17. + & F7o',~ J= 1 ~ ~
gives the velocity vectors of the bodies 0 Co (J= 1-, ' '77 ) 0 with
respect to the known position vectors Co (J -1 i" " H ) and 4 (L= Lj-'-n)
Having found the velocity vectors as functions of the position vectors
of the bodies, we now return to the differential equations (3»13) which
describe the relative motion of the bodies.
We vri.ll next develop a method for the calculation of the coefficients
of the power series (3*37), which is the solution of the system (3*13)•
If we resolve the vector series (3«37) into components series then






,-LZL= Z__ ZLv iC"1
^=i
(t = ij T) ) i € (-11*07;*) ,
where (iri
y' V. \ X L 1/+1 2 ^L V+ 1 J X L )/~t 1 / (i~ 1 ? ' * * 7)) V'X 0
Note that the above series are initiated at 7 - I ^as this change in
notation will make subsequent numerical, calculations (with the help of
computer) feasible.
The solution (3•68) must be subjected to certain initial conditions.
In order to find them the series (3*68) are considered at time T -0.







(L = lo • • • T\
Hence, the co-ordinates of the positions of the bodies, at time Z= o are
equal to the first terms of the power series (3.68).
Differentiating once equation (3.68) with respect to r Dthe following
is obtained
oo
= Hi = Z. Hiv o
V/-2.
/ °°
<^L = \)i - Z. ylm (\l-l)ZV 2 3 (3.70)
oo
z'= = M/l = Z. T
V=2
(l= 1; ■ ■■ 1)) T £ f-XMl
At the point T=0 equations (3.70) give
f
^'t-o = U' 1 = 0 = >
= 14 = &2, <3-71)
^ r=o x=o
^'[-0 rZt2 3
(L= lo ■ ■ ■ 71 ) .
Therefore, the components of the velocities of the bodies at the point T=o
are equal to the coefficients of the second terms of the series (3.68).
Equations (3.69) and (3.71) give the initial conditions to v/hich the
power series solution must be subjected.
The next step in this process is to obtain expansions in power series
for the other variables of the equations of motion.
We work in three-dimensional Euclidean space, hence the relation
rr=tf + yi+zi a= i, ■■■ v), (3.72)
is valid for every value of the time T . Since the functions X; - Xl(t) ,
^ ( I) and Zi -Zi (t) (l - 1 j • ' ' ))) are
represented by power series in the interval ( ~ T* o t* ) 0 and. the
function fi = IT (z ) ( L = 1, ' • • • Tl) has derivatives of all
orders, according to the theory of infinite series, the relation (3.72)
assures us of a power series expansion of the form
OO
tT=Zf[, X"" (i=i, ---v) 0.7S)
V=1
Differentiation of equations (3.72) and (3.73) gives
IT Vi'= XcXi + Ij y-h ZiZi (L=iJ---n) 3
OO
\l'- Y- fiM (L= i D • • Tl ) T £ (~T*;>T* ) .
(3.7*0
l/=2
By introducing equations (3.68), (3.70), (3.73) and the second of the
equations (3«7*f) in the first of the equations (3«7*f)» the following is
obtained
"f
00 00_ v \ I — \
(LfiuZ^M liTv (v-l)TV"2) MZ_^LvxH(LxL,(V-l)TV'"2j+
v/=l V=2 V-i ^=2.
QO CD CO . . V
7 v^Tw_i)( JiyLAi>-i)T"~z)+lZ-ZLvf~ll(LzLv(\/-i)zi/'2jvTlfl d ito/
(i= ij ■ ■ -n)
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CO




T = Z I Z_"X LU~X L 1/+Z-K (l/4l"
A K = 1
00 V
rv-1 4
+ Z(Z <SLZi/+2-K (V+1-U))TV'L 4 (3*75)
K=A
oo ^
T^1"f Z_ I Zl Z lU ZL V+l-K ( V'T i- K ) / ~L
V=1 W-l
(i = L> • •• n) re (~z*oX*)
By equating the coefficients of terms of the same power oj? T,it follows
that V i/
ZirKn~ V+2-K fl/4l-K) = I™ L W2~K (1/4 1-K) +
K=l K=i





7" Z LKZ X l/f2~K r j/4 2~K) (t = la . . . 71 ) lAZ 1
K=t J
f V*
Z. ITk IZ+2-K (V41-k) =Z6( lK Z t 1/+2-K +0 L V+2-K +ZiK Zi V+2-K
L J
1/




=&*« Z i.iz+2-K -f- Vi*tyl>+2-K -f- 2t.U Z-LI/+J2.-K ) (V/41-K) (L=tj...Tl)
hence
r —_J_,wfl ~ ri*iV ■IE 1TI'+2-1<(I/+1-M)~J~/^['XLH7(LV+2-K +}/n.V',/4--) ,^4 Zlk ZU+2-K) (IZ+ZK)K=2 K=I (J u Ll/+2~M
(3.76)
(L= l o • ■ ■ n ) I/Z-l
This relation gives the coefficients of every order (greater than two)
of the series (3«73) in terms of the lower order coefficients of the same
series, and in terms of the lower or equal order coefficients of the series
(3.68).
In order to find the first order coefficient f~L l ( L= i j . . . 71 ) 3
the series (3»73) is considered at the point H = o and gives
fTr^fu (I=l3 2y . .-n) . (3.77)
On the other hand, equation (3*72), at the point ~C= 0 gives
+ +Zu f1 n) (3.78)T - O t = 0 T = 0 L= O 0
and substituting equations (3.69) and (3«77), equation (3.78) yields
fTi =("XLI+ ^LI+ZLX)^ (L-l 3 71) . (3.79)
As in the case of the function fi = fi (T) (L = 1 3 • • ■ 71 ) 3
it can be similarly proved that the function fu = fTi 11)
(tjJ-is' ' 'Tl if j ) possesses a power series expansion_,in the interval
( - ~L * 3 T* ) ^ that is
00
fTl" = X. ITi f I 1,-1 ( L j J - J 3 ... 71 Lfj) t £ (~T* I* ) . (3'80)
The equation
TTj" - ("X L~Xj) + C$i ~ i/i) + (Zt —Zj) (i3j=la ...T\ if J ) J (3.81)
is valid for every value of the time T
Differentiation of equations (3.80) and (3.8l) gives
u fiJ =("XL-%-) ("XL-Xi)+ ((It ~Hj)((ft~Jfj) + (zi-Zi)(Zi-ZjJlj Iij — IXl — i « lu dJ/ld (1// \Zt—Zi/l t—Zj'/ L±j) ,
, y (3.82)fTi = Z_ fti 1/ (i. j]= 13 . . . ti l^J) Te{-Z*iT*).
V =2
Making use of the equations (3.68), (3.70) and the second of the
equations (3.82), the first of the equations (3.82) becomes
OO
^ # _00 oo
_ _ _
V=i V=1 v-i v=l V=2. V=Z
fy-ilr"'2)- (LxL.x,'"1-X"X^iv'"i)(ZxLv(i'-i)Tv/"-Z"Xj1t(i/-
V l V 1 -Z
CO OO OO 00
■ (L^x"'-Z')■x""-L^jv rv-i) f". _ Jjf
v-i "=* ^=2.
00 00
v x~ 00+(I Z.vX'-'-Iz.vt'-'A ZziJiMk'ZEz^-tkZ
l/=i V=2 K=2
( Ljj-Jj . . .T\ L£j ) T £ (~T*j X *) ■>
OO CO oo
(Z&T^"0(LfZiv(i/-l)T""Or(&Lv-XjV)Tl,"i)(Z.(i/-l)Ui,-XJv)Tl/"a) +
V/-X V-2 "=1 U-2
oo 00




(ijj=Ij...v L + j ) re(-l*jT')
therefore
Oo V co V
iLiW it;
K=i v=t K=i
TV_1 +J (y fiju fTj m-K (l/+l-u llx^ 1 = X ( IbU-X,)(WK -Zjv+z-K
V 1 1
00 v>




V-t+ L(I(Zt^)(Z t V+2-K Zj t/+i-K J(l/+1~K) ix
f=i K=1 v
(i J J = 13 . . . n i jfc j') T £ f-T *J> I * )
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Equating the coefficients of terms of the same power of Z the
following is obtained
" JL
fTjK IT; I'+a-K (1/+ 1-u) — ("XiK—X['n ) fXi. /+ 2-K~~lAf 1~K) ")"
K=l K = 1
V
zL.(z/i.K Z(]K)( z/t 1/+2-K ^ji/f2-K ) (l/+ l~ K ) "+
K=l
V
(Z.LK Zjt<)(Z_i. t/+2-K ZjVf2-K^ 1 k)
K-i
fl-J- 13... 71 L £ j) |/> 1 j
k=2
IJ ITj 1 fijv + 1 rljK flf C+a-K (v+ 1"
-T ( I/+1-K )
K=i
(Zi.K XjU )(?( L W+2-K ^ijv+2-K) +
+ (diK (fin )( z/i. 1/+2-K zfjm-K )~f~(Zt.K~ZiK ) (Zif+2-K ZJV+2-K
( Lj J = Is, . . . n Lfj) \)>/ 1 .
Solution of this equation with respect to iTZj y + i gives:
i/+l -
V" "
Z_ (Tj K fZj 1/+2-U f \J+1-K)+ J~ ( ZtK—Zjk ) ( /Zl 1/+2-K *Zj 1/+2-K )K=2 J J K=1
t (^lK z/.Jk)( (filH-2-K V+ 2-K ) (Z. LK Z JK )(Z.Ll'+2-K ~ZjV+2_k) A/fa (3.83)
(LjJ —13 . . . t) ) 1/3/1
and since this relation gives the coefficients fTj 1/ for IJ ^ 2 the
coefficient TZji (t.J = l3...n l£j ) must be found by a different method. The
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power series (3.80), at the point T = 0 ? reduces to the relation
fli r.LJ z=o~ UJX (lJ-i,... n Lfj) > (3.8k)
while, on the other hand, equation (3.81) at the point T - 0 3 becomes
z j. 7x
'^jxJ+ ( ^1=0 ~^~Jz=O'
(L J= 1j . .. n L±j) j
which, by introduction of equations (3.69) and (3.8*f), becomes
1,
fy- ( Z Ll~"Xji ) + i^Ll ijjl) +(z il~Zjl)
\ .
(3.85)
(ij TI Ifj) . (3.86)
Now, because the function 17 - l7 (r) ( L = 1 j ... n)
be expressed as a power series in the open interval X* ) j
the same will be valid for the function K = fi "S (t) (L = Id ... n)






Differentiating fi (L = 1 * ... T) ) with respect to T gives
also
/ 00
(f7 / - 2ji.LV (v-l)xV 2 (i=ls...n) T £ (-X** T.*) (3.88)
V-l
T^fT ft = x> . . . ti ) re (-x*31*}
or frr3) n = -3fi rz u=j*...n) ref-i^i*) (3.89)
6^







or Z_(Z.(LkR.Lv<+2-k (|/+1-k))t1'~;= -3^(ZJLlk KTi/+z-k (m-KlliR'1
V=1 K=1 V=1 K=1
(i= 13 . . .-n) t£ ("T.* T*) .




H. ^"Rl 1/+2-K (V+l-K )— _3^Z "RLK tTv+2-K (V+1~K) ( 1= 1J . . ,7l) l/ >✓ i ,
K= 1 K»I
1/ x/
U IT, "R l i/+l ~h Lrr.n i 1/+2-K (V+l-K )=-3 Lw T[\i+2-k (1/4* l- K)
K=2 K=i
(L= Is ... n )
and the solution with respect to /ILwa yields the result7W
"Ri V+l
v V
-Lm-dluR^lTl LU lfTv+2-K (y+i-K)
K=2 U=i
i/ rTi (3«9o)
(i= 1 O ■ ■ • Tl ) 1/>/ i .
The coefficient "R. L l is obtained as follows: From the
( L= 1 s> . . . T> ) j at time T~ O 3power series expansion of (l*
it is found that
-b
-3
^"r =o R. ii (l = 1 j . . . n ) 0
which, with equations (3*77) and (3»79)» gives
Ru = (*?. +2/u+Zfi)"^ tf- i, ...-n) (3.91)
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Nov/, it can be easily proved that the function nj * = R ij (I )
( L d J = 1 d . . . T» J ) possesses a pov/er series expansion in the
interval (-"Lrj T*) . Consider, therefore
CO
fZj — Z_ "R l j v T (L3j=lo..,n iij) Xe(-Tl>X*) (3.92)
i/=i 1 o
then differentiating fij ( LjJ = lj ... 7) i $ J ) ■> with respect to
T gives
/ OO
(ID 5) X RAiv 2 (Lj =U . . .71 i£j) Te(-T.*jT*)p'9^
V-X
also
( flXJ = - 3 TTj "ft ( LjJ = 1j . . .T) Lf-j) T£ (~X*o x~) j
or
fy (ID 3) -~3fu 1?j (lJ=l> . . .77 7 fjJ xef-X^T*) (3.94)





,-3(L^l-)fZ^(^)T:-) (LjUu .. .ri i£j) xe(-x\z*)V=1 J ^=2 ' 7
oo V
L(L(v-n-K)XiKRr
M=1 K = 1







Making use of the identity theorem for power series we obtain
V+ 2-U, =
V
^_ (i/f i~u) K TR Li
v
— ~ 3 /R (l^+1" K )R L J K JTj Vtz-K ( L J i - Lj ... 11 L ^ J ) \) ^ I
vfLiR l J (v'-f 1- K) yTi k!R_ Li v+2.-u —
U= 1
K = 2
— 3H (ihi-k)Rljk flj
K=1
Li V+Z-K ( L J = i J . . . Ti l± j) 1
Solution with respect to Rlji'+I (Idj=i5 , .. n Lk j ) yields the result
v
~3^R f l/-f 1-K)R i i k fii i yny-"R.LjvH-1— ~Z_(V-fl-K) !7ju Rl j v+2-k 0/__(Vfl- I LlJ JLifiz-KK=2 K-l
. . .a L^j) ))>/ 1 .
In order to find the first order coefficient ~Ri J 1 ( i j J-U
■2d . . , ti L ^ J ) j the series (3.92) is considered at the point
T - 0 . Evidently
(3.95)
ILiji — fij z~o ( LoJ-lj . . T) L±j)
which, with equations (3.8^) and (3.86), becomes
R«l- fai.i~X.7l) + l/ji) +(Zli~Zji)
-3,%
(L>Ul>...ii Ltj) . (3.96)
The co-ordinates of the position vectors of the bodies, being
considered as functions of the independent variable Z can be expanded in
series (3.68). Hence, their first-order derivatives have power series









Zl = M/l = Z_ uJlvZ"'1
v= 1
(L = l> . . . n ) re (-!%!*)







( L- 1 o , , , Tl ) lEkzr) .
The above three equations hold for every value of T in the common
interval of convergence of the series, hence the identity theorem for power
series secures that the coefficients of terms of the same power of Z are
equal. That is
V ~A i v+l - U. Lv of ~Xlv+i= ILiv/V j
1J ^'h/+l -Viv or -VivJV 5
\>Z Lf-n \AJL \> or ZLlv+i- Aivl\! j
(i.= h . . . -n) [>>,1
(3.98)
The equations of motion give the last three of the recursion formulae.
Equation (3.10) is equivalent to the following equations for the




Z l - vJL- ~ (l+rrn)-^ + Zi
L" j=i \ \iz rrv ,lj 'J
(L= 1> . . . T) ) .
Introduction of the power series expansions (3.68), (3.87), (3*92),
(3*97) in equations (3*99) gives
00 oo
Z Ulu (v-lh^zz- ( 1+TTIL) (IJXlvZ
V/= 2,
Tl c °0 \°° \/°°











iE. . oc . . oo
Z 1/^ [v-l)x"~2-- (H-TT1l)(Z ZI'VIZTUT1'
l/=2 l/=I V-l
Zmj(h Z-Z)t""i)(ZHy,iZ+(ZZ>'xH(ZRjV









= - (l+TTii) (Zz;,lH( ZR^I"-1)
V=1
T) oo oo oo
~ Z TTlj- (I_(Zl»-Zjv)Z1"1)(/LRljv Z^j^iUzzZ1"1




(L~ 1 3 . . .Tl) "L£ i-ZZZ*)
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The derivatives XL i o V i and \Ri were obtained by
differentiation of the power series (3.97) term-by-term. Equations (3.100)
can be written as follows:
CO
^
Z-Uiv+1 V V~L -
V=X
co \J
= - fl+TTl x)L( Z_~^ lm ?L l
U=i u-L
3? m v
/ Z_TTl f ( Z_ ( ^ xi< R.XJ K+X-K )~R ZjXjK TRjV + X-K ) "C
I V—1
V + I-K/ L






JL.Viv+1 V Tv-1 :
U^i
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(^xk-Xjx)Rx^jVfX-K XXxK R j l/f X-K ) / ^ j













iVi i/' + l - (lr 771 it ?; D.Z_ ZLlK I LL V+l-K
K-i
-n v/
"Z_7iij (21 (ZiK-ZJk)RlJ 1/+1-K + ZjK Rj lAfl-K
j=l v^—i
J ^
(l=1j . . ,n) l/>/ 1 .
Equations (3#97)» at the point T = 0 give
~^*-t:=O = ^-Lz=o~ ^-Ll j
<J'L r = o" ^ t=«> - Viz ,
Zt T:;o H iVi X^Q - Viz j
( L= lj ■ ■ Tl) j
and, making use of the equations (3.71), it follows that
li.ii - ill 3
Vu = tu
iVil ~ 2 Ll j
( L= 1 j . .. Tl) .
(3.103)
Summarizing the results of the above calculations the following table
is constructed
A Li - ~Al £~o j
y li=yL z=o,
Zil = Zi r = o j
( L = 1 j . . . Tl ) j
NV,
U-il - Xl Z-O j
Vu--YiI=o,U/ii - Z.L x = o j
fi = i j . . . n )
RTiRxR+^ + Z'JZ
1f?Jx=
Ku = ful ,
R lj i = fTj i j
(i'jj= ij ... -n l£j) j
"X lvt! = U-Lv I [/ 3
<yt t'+i - ijiv t v J
Zitf+2 - U/if / ^ 3
( L= 1 J ... Ti ) l/X 1 J
LV+l-K
V
_ ( 1+711 t) Ix LK R
K-i
~A.Wr( Z (Xlk-Xjk) Rt-i' l/+ 1 - K "J"Xj * Rj V + J-K )
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— VTj'k fij k+2-K (1/+1-KJ "f R_ (l/+ 1-k) ( ("Xlk~Xj'k ) ( Xl v+2-K ~Xj V+ 2-K )"H
k=2 K=1
/v._y. -V. -7■ 1(7•\ULK U JK / I (/(. 1/+2-K U J V+2~K 1 ' \ L— LK Z- TKM / 1
R LV+l - ~Z cm-io (RRi
K-2
LI/+2.-K ~Z_ jU+2-K
v+2-K —37 T\ 11/ ITi/ + 2-K (l/+l-K,
k=i
1/ JTi
R iJ V+l — —V+l-K ) f[jK Ri.J IA/-2-K-l^+i-K )T\l7 k flj'
K = 2. K-l
LJ K I LJ k+2-K 1/ H}i j
(L J j= 1 J ... V L + j ) lA^ 1
If the equations are used in the order where they are given above,
they are perfectly recurrent, that is, each coefficient depends only on the
preceding coefficients. All the first-order coefficients are given by the
initial conditions. After the coefficients of the series (3.87) and (3*92)
are found we substitute these series in the equations (3»*f9) to obtain
/] lk (T) (i j W = 1 0 , . , T1 ) as power series, the introduction of which in
the equations (3.53), (3.5*0 enables us to solve the system (3«53), (3»5*0
(by equating the coefficients of terms with the same power z . Since
fu . fa (Lj>j- ij. . . T7 ) are known, we proceed then to the second
approximation. This process is repeated until successive approximations of
the velocities agree up to the desired accuracy.
In the special case of the two-body problem the equation of motion is
~ r pj (3.10*0
Let us consider the wellknown equation
V~- f To + 0 (5.105)
where f andf *** 7 are series in powers of the independent variable Z
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and v- L j T / is their common interval of convergence.
Since Jj> and [o are constant vectors, we can differentiate
equation (3.105) once with respect to Z to obtain the velocity vector
r=-f To+ ? To u f-i'Si") . (3.106)
Differentiating once more gives
v"- § Vo+^Vo' Tel-rM") 3 (3,107)
which upon substitution of equation (3.10^-) becomes
LL-Z -Pll'iq'fc' t£r1 r ~ y~
or
--fY~°~Tt~ T£f"x**jT") ■ <3'io8>
Subtraction of equation (3.108) from equation (3.105) gives
(f+~y f ^~°+ FP~~°(J. 109)
Since the vectors I? and J[T are independent^their coefficients






I £ f-I'M") .
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-7 TM







then differentiating these equations twice with respect to "C gives
/y ) ir





fi" S / t"-2










: w i/+ i~ rr 3
v'=o V/
Equations (3.110), upon substitution of equations (3.112) become
y p r
u L— T vtz y/
v=o r v=o / ^.r,\
IE (-Z'-jT )
CO . i CO , /
y 5, r r3' y a x
Z_oi/ i// u. Z_ a^+2 v/ .
v=° r v=o ,
Consider ]~3 as constant in the interval (~T** 3 T *) (an accurate
approximation for small intervals of time), the coefficients of terms of
the same power of Z must be equal. That is
/ - _ _I3 fTv p. Tvf2 3
a r I I= - y <f„« • <3-115)
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f - h /T23 — ~~r< ^a -z^r 21-2
f22+1 -- h }—,*23-1
&=- r 27\-2
(3.114)
22 fl ' h_
y-3 ~2
Obviously, the knowledge of the coefficients of the first two terms, namely
fo j So 3 /1 , 31 0 permits all the coefficients of the series (3.111) to
be calculated.
The coefficients "To and 3o are obtained as follows: At
time ~C= o equations (3.111) and (3.105) give
/ -fI z-o T o o
£r.o=£ »
r*.. - Lo it + c
or




since ^ = T^=o .
On the other hand, equation (3.106), at time T = o gives
) t /
H=o - T T = o TT + 2 r=o )o • (3.116)
Since nl. = n' and because L„ - L and
A* = & equation (3.116) becomes
n'= +
which yields
t-0 a 3-,- i- ■ (3.117)
Introduction of these values in the equations (3.11^) gives
^ = (- -pV J 4)«=° o $2J=0 , y 3>,o, (3.118)
and hence the 7" and c' series have the form
n oo







^ / 1, \v/ (3.119)









If we now apply the series for Si Tlx and COSx
CD
2 V/
:o£-x )v X1 / (21/)/ j
V=o
5i.vX=Y_(-l l"*2"*1 /("2.I/+1)/ ^
V'zO






T£ (- T ' * jT"* ) .
Consequently, two known position vectors and their corresponding times^
say T7 , G , , , permits the calculation of the
/N< ~
power series (3.121) (assuming T~ — constant = fi or fa. ) ,
Solving equation (3.105) with respect to gives the velocity
of the body.
Let us return now to the n-body problem. Clearly, knowledge of
the position vectors of the bodies at two different instants enables us
to calculate the initial conditions of the problem and to form the
series (3.68), (3«97). By inserting in these series a value, say D
of the variable T. , we can calculate the position and velocity vectors
of the bodies at a subsequent instant, Ar/l< days later. Talking
these new values as initial conditions we repeat the process, thereby
detailing the paths of the bodies in space.
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Chapter 4
Reduction of the plates and numerical results
The first stage in the numerical application of the above, briefly
described methods, is the measurement of the photographic plates and their
reduction.
For such a purpose the first task to be undertaken was the identifi¬
cation of the minor planet on the plates. This was accomplished using a
Blink Comparator. Two plates, with the same guiding star, were used each
time.
After that, the measurement of the plates was carried out on a Zeiss
measuring machine. All the stars on the plates for which the right
ascension and declination are given in the Star Catalogue of the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory were taken as reference stars.
We give, in brief, the method of reduction of the measurements and
the applied corrections.
A photographic plate (free from errors) is the central projection
of a part of the celestial sphere from its centre (ex. the centre of the
object glass) on to the tangent plane at a point defined by the inter¬
section of the optical axis of the instrument with the celestial sphere.
The rectangular co-ordinates in this plane, called the "Standard
co-ordinates", can be defined as follows:
(a) The co-ordinate system lies in a plane tangent to the
celestial sphere.
(b) The origin of the system is the tangent point T .
(c) The Y-axis is tangent to the declination circle through
T. Its positive direction is in the direction in which the distance
of ~T from the north celestial sphere is less than 180°.
(d) The X-axis is perpendicular to the Y-axis at T . its
positive direction is eastward of the declination circle, hence the
increasing value of .X corresponds to increasing right ascension.
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(e) The unit of length is the radius of the sphere (in practice the
focal length, j. ).
(f) The standard co-ordinates X and Y of a point 5 on the celestial
sphere are the rectangular co-ordinates, in the defined system, of the
central projection of 5 on the tangent plane from the centre of the
sphere.
The co-ordinates of the stars that are obtained from the measurement
of the plates are usually called the "measured co-ordinates".
The aim of the reduction is the derivation of the spherical co-ordinates
C£ a of the objects of interest on the plate. This is possible because
there is one-to-one correspondence between the points on the sphere and the
points on the tangent plane. As a rule the reduction is obtained in two
steps. Firstly, we transform the measured co-ordinates into standard
co-ordinates, then these are transformed into spherical co-ordinates OC 3 0
In practice, we make the measured co-ordinates a close approximation
to the standard. Then only small corrections are needed. These corrections
may be divided into groups: "instrumental" corrections, depending on the
state of the telescope while taking the plates, namely, scale, orientation,
zero point and plate skewnessj and "spherical corrections", due to
astronomical causes, namely, refraction, aberration, precession and nutation.
For the second group of corrections formulae can be derived from which
they can be computed with sufficient accuracy, on the basis of the known
exposure data. For the first group, however, at least some of the
coefficients have to be determined empirically, using the known positions
of the reference stars.
The displacement of the image of a star on the plate from the position
corresponding to its standard co-ordinates is given, generally with
sufficient accuracy, as a linear expression in the co-ordinates. Hence,
if X and Y are the standard co-ordinates of a star, and x, its measured
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co-ordinates, we can write
0 (4.1)
Z\24 Y-fj'-xtBl+c*.
It is possible to go a step further and to introduce quadratic terms,
so the most general equations then take the form
+ -fC +D*z-t-Ejcjj +Fjj2 D
(4.
-fC+DV + E-x^4-FJ|2 •
The introduction of these additional constants is not without its
disadvantages, since a correspondingly larger number of reference stars
will be required to determine them with adequate precision.
In order to achieve the second step of the reduction, that is, the
transformation of the standard co-ordinates into spherical co-ordinates,
CLd X) we make use of the formulae
Lan(oc-a0) X
Cos C)o — YsiTl £)o
Of.3)
Sin's ; ■ SLTlb. + Ycosfci.
(i+
where OCo and A are the right ascension and declination of the origin
of the standard co-ordinates, and OL^ the right ascension and declination
of the star with standard co-ordinates X and Y, all.<of which are referred
to the mean equinox of 1950.0.
The formulae, which give the standard co-ordinates X, Y as functions of
the spherical equatorial co-ordinates, have the form
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^ _ cobh Bin (l-g,)
5 lTIOo SLTi C) -f 005*5 O COS^ CO 5 (oC-OCo
/ / / (zf,/f)
Y- sLnbtosbo- Sltioq 003*5 cos (oc-OC0)
.Smc)5LT)^ -t cos'bo Cosb COS foC-oCo)
The calculations were carried out using the IBM J&O/kb- computer of
St Andrews University and the IBM 370/165computer of Cambridge University
(for the power series method). When writing the programs for the
computations, a deliberate attempt was made to significantly reduce the
time required for the calculations.
The numerical results are tabulated as follows:
The first five tables la, lb, lc, Id, le refer to five different
photographic plates, taken on different dates. These tables include the
following information for each reference star:
(a) A serial number (A/A).
(b) The numbers which the stars possess in the Star Catalogue of the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAOSC).
(c) The visual magnitude of the star (MAGN).
(d) The right ascension (RA) in hours, minutes and seconds, and the
declination (DEC) in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc, for equator
equinox and epoch 1950.0.
(e) The annual proper motion for right ascension (MA) and declination
(MD) in seconds of time and seconds of arc respectively.
(f) The date of observation (DATE ) and the interval of time, in
tropical year, elapsed since 1950.0 (T).
The first two lines give the values for the guiding star.
The tables 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, 2e, give:
(a) The serial number for each reference star (A/A).
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(b) The numbers which the stars possess in the Star Catalogue of the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAOSC).
(c) The visual magnitude of the star (MAGN).
(d) The right ascension (RA) in hours, minutes and seconds, and the
declination (DEC) in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc, for the date of
observation and the equator and equinox of epoch 1950.0.
(e) The standard co-ordinates of the stars (X, Y) in seconds of time
and seconds of arc respectively and the same quantities in mm.
(f) The date of observation (DATE).
The first line gives the values for the guiding star.
In order to find the standard co-ordinates of the stars the formulae
(if.if) were used.
The tables 5a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, give
(a) The serial number (A/A).
(b) The numbers which the stars possess in the Star Catalogue of the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAOSC).
(c) The measured co-ordinates of the stars (X-XO, Y-YO) with respect
to the guiding star and the values taken from the measurement (X, Y), in mm.
The first line gives the date of observation (DATE) and the number
which is given in the guiding star in the Star Catalogue of the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory (SAOSC(G.S.)).
The first two lines of the columns refer to the guiding star and the
minor planet respectively.
The value of each co-ordinate is the mean value of at least ten
measurements. To obtain great accuracy, we measured each co-ordinate in
two positions of the plate, differing by 180°.
In table if the following information is given:
(a) The serial number (A/A). ✓
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(b) The numbers which the stars possess in the Star Catalogue of the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAOSC).
(c) The right ascension (RA) in hours, minutes and seconds and the
declination (DEC) in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc, as calculated
from the measured co-ordinates.
(d) The difference of the calculated right ascension and declination
from the corresponding values given in the tables 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, 2e (DRA,
DDEC), in seconds of time and seconds of arc respectively.
In order to calculate the right ascension and the declination of the
stars from their measured co-ordinates^we transformed the measured
co-ordinates into standard co-ordinates using the corrections given by
relations (^..1). The least squares method was used for the calculation of
the coefficient of formulae (if.l). Then the relations (^-.3) give the
spherical co-ordinates
Values for the right ascension and the declination have been derived
by using the method of Dependences. These values are of slightly less
accuracy than the values derived by using the least squares method.
Table k also gives results using stars distributed symmetrically
around the guiding star.
Three stars were used as test stars for each photographic plate.
The results in the table 4 are given in five different groups,
which correspond to the five different photographic plates.
Table 5 gives the following information for each of the observations:
(a) The day of observation (DA).
(b) The local mean sidereal time (MTOO(LMST)) and the Greenwich mean
sidereal time (MTOO (GMST)), which corresponds to the mid-point of the
exposure, in hours, minutes and seconds.
ii
(c) The Greenwich mean sidereal time at 0 U.T. (on the date of
observation), in hours, minutes and seconds (GMST AT 0 U.T.).
Sif
(d) The difference between the Greenwich mean sidereal time
corresponding to the mid-point of the observation, and the Greenwich
mean sidereal time at Qn U.T., in hours, minutes and seconds. This
difference is given in mean sidereal time (DIFFER.(MST)) and in mean
solar time (DIFFER. (MSL.T.)).
(e) The month of observation (MH).
(f) The Universal time (UT), the correction AT=E.T.-U.T. (in
second of time), and the ephemeris time (ET).
(g) The U.T. and the E.T. measured from the first day of the month
of the first observation (UT * , ET * ).
(h) The values of T0 and T (TO, T), in tropical countries, where T0
is the time elapsed since 1900.0 and T the time elapsed from the initial
epoch to the epoch 1950.0.
(i) The angles 3o and z (ZO, Z) in seconds of time.
(j) The right ascension (RA) of the minor planet, in hours, minutes
and seconds and the right ascension (RA* ) and the declination (DEC) of the
minor planet, in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc.
Tables 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, 6e, give the topocentric rectangular co-ordinates
of the Sun on the date of observation (X, Y, Z) and the components ( J\ j )
A
of the unit-vector p along the topocentric position vector of the planet
(LAMDA, MI, NI).
To obtain the topocentric rectangular co-ordinates of the Sun on the
date of observation v/e made use of the Everett's interpolation formula
and introduced the topocentric corrections (DX, DY, DZ), given by the
relations
Ax= Axy COS0 j AY= AxrSmQ 0 Az.= Az •
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The coefficients E, and are given by the formulae
JfcEkl., P ,
6 6
and the factors Axy and Az are given, for each observatory, in the
Astronomical Ephemeris.
0 is the local sidereal time, with respect to the mean equinox
1950.0, hence
9 -L.i.T + Ji
where L.S.T. is the local sidereal time, with respect to the equinox of the
date, and ri-5<,+ £ the general precession in right ascension.
Tables 7a> 7b, ?c, 7d refer to the four approximations of the Gaussian
method. These tables give
(a) The modified times Ii ~Lz sTs 3 ( I 1 jT2jT3 ).
(b) The values of the quantities JE)i j J?)z j> j 1+FBx Fi j
1 — _BzII l + Bsd 3 a Ci 3 C3 3 Vi and! 1^3.
(c) The solution of the system of the equations (1.8) and (1.21) by
iteration (P2, R2).
(d) The distances p ^ p j p . Hi ."Ri.Hs,(pi.P2.P3.R1>RZ.R3;
and the components of the vectors
(e) The final values of the constants Ci 3 C3 , Generally, the
final values are determined when successive approximations differ by less
.-10than 10
Table 8 gives
(a) The values of the quantities ( L = 1 > 2 >b) ^
(K1fK2,K3,M1,M2,M5,L1fL2,L3) .
(b) The first approximation for the quantities
(H1,H2,H3,Y1,Y2,Y3) .
(c) The second approximation of the same quantities, including the
values of 7(£ = 1 3233) 3 (X1,X2,X3,KS1,KS2,KS3).
(d) The values of Ci and Ci , obtained from the relations,
r - Ti $2 f .C1-^T3 Ci ^
-9These differ by less than 10 from the values of tho last approxi¬
mation (Table 7d)
Tables 9a and 9h give the final results of the Gauss method. Table 9h
is obtained as follows: After the values of lj IJ are known we take
instead of relations (1.19) the relations
14= -l) 5 ^=Cs175(-i--i) ,
and we proceed as described in the first chapter.
Tables 10a and 10b refer to Laplace's method. These tables give the
coefficients and the solutions of systems (2.18) (2.19) and (2.20) before
and after the correction for the planetary aberration. Notice that the
data from all the observations are used to find the values of the
coefficients given in tables 10a, 10b.
t
Tables 11a and lib give
(a) The values of the determinants D, Di 3 D2 , (D, Dl, D2).
(b) The solution of the system of equations (2.23) and (2.21f) by
iteration (RO, PO).
(c) The modified times TidTzj (Tl, T2).
(d) The values of p -,^0 and p' > (PO, RO, POD).
Table lib gives the above quantities after the correction for the
planetary aberration. It also gives the components (VX, VY, VZ) of the
velocity vector.
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Tables 12a and 12b give the final results of Laplace's method. We
obtained Table 12b by using relations (3.121) and (3«105) to find the
velocity vector
Table 13 gives the heliocentric rectangular equatorial co-ordinates
(for the mean equinox and equator 1950.0) of the planets Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and the minor planet, for
y.
the dates 1971 Nov 14, 20, 25 at 0 E.T.
In order to find these values the apparent right ascension and the
apparent declination, given in the Astronomical Ephemeris, were transformed
into mean right ascension and declination by using first and second order
corrections. Then, using the true distances of planets from the Earth
and the heliocentric equatorial rectangular co-ordinates of the Earth for
mean equinox and equator 1950.0 and for the dates 1971 Nov 14, 20, 21 at
0*1 E.T., the values given in the table are obtained.
The co-ordinates of the minor planet were found, by correcting the
values given in Table
Table 14 gives
(a) The velocities of the bodies.
(b) The total initial energy of the system.
(c) The heliocentric equatorial rectangular co-ordinates of the
bodies for equinox and equator 1950.0, and for 0*1 and 12*1 E.T.
(d) The total energy for every step (C).
(e) The right ascension and declination of the minor planet (RA,
DEC) for mean equinox and equator 1950.0.
The ephemeris of the asteroid were constructed by solving the
obtained from the heliocentric position vectors of the Earth and the
Asteroid.
equatioi
where r-(W) is the geocentric position vector of the asteroid
TABLEla
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DSCDATE 547 147.3637187076 X S 35.435 53.352 153.744 323.096 331.453 412.363 413.216 421.351 450.135 467.942 468.303 33.096 15.850 122.342 145.747 176.051 13.723 191.836 -329.645 -255.562 -139.538 -93.895 -29.174 -347.100 -339.727 -244.776 -173.290 -144.9 6 -1J7.940 -59.123Y / 41.697 16.539 6.339 31.344 77.997 72.214 76.21 41.511 51.583 34.064 34.034 -42.727 -56.221 -31.764 -48.223 -71.133 -72.746 -72.520 -37.621 -36.717 -10.733 -34.,'24 -53.677 31.321 33.7 14.082 25.745 37.572 34.524 3.555
XINK'1 6.6253 10.9119 29.6351 60.5872 61.9827 77.2062 77.2713 78.7927 84.146 87.5052 87.5736 16.4739 21.6640 22.9715 27.547 32.9216 3 .9821 35.8734 -61.6435 -47.7901 -26.0937 -17.5583 -5.4555 -64.9077 -63.5289 -45.7731 -32.3835 -27.1043 -20.1848 -11.0560
YINMil 31.1395 12.3711 5.129 23.4454 58.3415 54.0164 57.0099 31.0504 38.5839 25.4300 25.4572




















































































































































































































































































DECDATS ' //3528.291971.8370742 X 5 133.408 31.221 89.221 174.564 197.653 298.143 45.747 110.597 2.27.83 255.657 262.82j 285.507 315.971 321.654 -304.23 -283.910 -211.375 -189.913 -115.869 -68.639 -455.950 -339.619 -207.875 -200.521 -165.455 -33.974 -5.806Y / 18.799 53.277 27.329 60.519 35.366 25.759 -15.265 -34.290 -23.393 -37.6 -62.914 -29.365 -52.323 -53.874 -14.59 -50.650 -53.124 -18.959 -13.025 -76.621 19..096 44.039 49.962 52.u17 32.771 44.467 55.303
XINMM 26..0693 5.8333
15.0012 32.6434 36.9620 55.7523 8.5547 20.6817 42.5998 47.8078 49.174 53.3897 59.0865 60.1492 -56.9084 -53.0911 -39.5271 -35.5146 -21.6675 -12.8449 -75.9125 -63.5088 -38.8728 -37.4973 -19.7200 -6.3532 -1.0857
YINflM




















































































































































































































16 17 35 20
1
27.54 25.51 23.29 12.20 9.93
93.526 167.562 233.234 329.199 394.327
31.771 32.767 50.395 35.664 16.633
17.4394 31.3340 52.9647 61.5603 73.7392
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171 27 29 30 3 27 27 28 30 30 30 31 20 22 22 23 25 25 25 25 25 26 26 26 26 26 21 21 24 26 21
DSCATE '//472. 41971.93336219 X s 23.974 156.681 185.973 411.573 9.443 36.997 112.233 202.523 213.234 222.317 274.386 -394.056 -261.949 -234.57 -231.737 -103.332 -84.513 -63.599 -57.995 -55.324 -51.523 -47.951 -39.98 -34.842 -11.375 -312.193 -301.037 -133.114 -0.385 -323.799Y / 65.503 63.011 50.31 8.346 -33.443 -7.666 -39.395 -66.386 -37.436 -23.325 -0.737 -27.72C -27.410 -17.153 -59.298 -3.343 -32.320 -22.271 -43.411 -23.596 -14.479 -75.833 -14.174 -37.633 82.133 16.5u4 42.33 71.564 33.565 75.923
XINM 4.4332 29.2993 34.7765 76.9653 1 .7653 6.9184 23.9815 37.8718 43.3097 41.5733 51.3101 -73.6334 -48.9345 -43.8653 -43.3292 -20.2532 -15.8039 -11.3933 -10.3451 -10.2895 -9.6342 -8.9669 -7.4685 -6.5155 -2.1271 -58.3802 -56.2883 -24.3314 -0.721 -59.9893
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Y-YO tnTn 3.5392 8.4957



















































































































































































































h -m S 0 1 // 5
2 43 21.271 9 32 45.40 (Asteroid)
2 44 11.803 8 58 0.21 0.0201
2 36 21.713 10 25 21.48 0.0305
2 39 47.096 10 31 46.42 -0.0082
USING SYMMETRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE STARS



























SAOSC RA DEC DRA
h m S 0 / 11 S
2 39 18.140 9 18 44.22 (Asteroid)
93088 2 42 50.536 10 35 56.13 -0.0287
110737 2 43 43.781 9 11 30.31 0.0296
110662 2 36 40.618 9 16 27.40 0.0284
RESULTS USING SYMMETRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE STARS
2 39 18.140 9 18 44.22 (Asteroid)
93088 2 42 50.536 10 35 56.13 -0.0287
110737 2 43 43-781 9 11 30.31 0.0296
110662 2 36 40.618 9 16 27.40 0.0284
DATE (SAOSC(G.S.)
1971.9009253 110650
SAOSC RA DEC DRA
h m s 0 / 11 S
2 36 6.961 9 9 0.58 (Asteroid)
IIO698 2 59 53.004 9 35 28.75 -0.0037
110610 2 30 39.948 8 26 9.57 -0.0121
110639 2 33 51.705 8 55 8.84 -0.0208
RESULTS USING SYMMETRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE STARS
2 36 6.966 9 9 0.62
IIO698 2 39 53.014 9 55 28.74 O.OO65
110610 2 30 39.943 8 26 9.50 -0.0165




A/A SAOSC RA DEC DRA D DEC
h m S 0 / // S II
2 55 29.597 10 22 54.06 (Asteroid)
9 93212 2 55 41.957 10 0 20.42 0.0057 -0.0999
18 110817 2 51 4.924 9 7 57.43 -0.0263 -0.1521
2? 93158 2 49 52.537 10 45 28.19 -0.0068 0.0768
RESULTS USING SYMMETRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE STARS
2 55 29.599 10 22 54.19 (Asteroid)
9 93212 2 55 41.957 10 0 20.51 0.0063 -0.0143
18 110817 2 51 4.925 9 7 57.40 -0.0246 -0.1825
27 93158 2 49 52.545 10 45 28.34 0.0008 0.2333
DATE SAOSC(G.S.)
1971.93336219 110566
A/A SAOSC RA DEC DRA DDEC
h in 0 / // 5 II
2 29 12.176 8 54 44.74 (Asteroid)
7 110588 2 28 48.560 8 7 38.30 -0.0025 0.1248
18 110546 2 25 50.937 8 24 46.17 -0.0092 -0.0046
28 110537 2 24 43.154 9 58 34.59 -0.0010 0.2363
- RESULTS USING SYMMETRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE STARS
2 29 12.171 8 54 44.47 (Asteroid)
7 110588 2 28 48.561 8 7 38.05 -0.0022 -0.1284
18 110546 2 25 50.944 8 24 46.07 -0.0015 -0.0982


















































































1045.040856668242 1050.996945273237 1056.055952963271 1027.979236501353 1067.903261470114
45.041343589538 50.997432194583 56.055439834557 27.979721686538 67.903750127521
0.718707670350 0.718870742657 0.719009253701 0.718240538656 0.719333622269


































































































V0=-0.7019280 0 Y1=-0.711795 00
(1-P)X0=0.6014482818 P*X1=-0.0253727428 E2*DX02=-0.0000024984 F2*DX12=-0.0000013001 0X=-0.0000103054TOPOCENCORRECTIO

































D02=0.0 017140 0 012=0.0001667000
Y0=-0.7489702000 Y1=-0.7576987000




























































(1-P)X0=-0.4408510063 P*X1=-0.0254944264 E2*DX02=-0.0000024565 F2*DX12=-0.0000012884 0X=-0.0000039047TQPOCENCORRECTIO








(1-P)Z0=-0.3264130161 P*Z1=-0.0197029887 E2*DZ0 =-0.0000018406 F2*DZ12=-0.0000010099 DZ=-0.0000353000
NI=0.1590224642
//



























(1-P)Y0=-0.0099651181 P*Y1=-0.4943472828 E2*DY02=- .0000005047 F2*DY12=-0.0000010049 DY=-0.0000101007TOPOCCNC RRE TIO Y=-0.5043240112


























{1-P)X0= P*X1= E2*DX02= F2*DX12=
DX=
-0.0278952632 •0.2467761119 •0.0000014367 •0.0000023581 -0.0000188715
(1-P)Y0= P*Y1= E2*DY02= F2*DY12=
TOPOCENC RRECTIODY=
-0.0831573103 -0.7848431810 -0.0000042275 -0.0000073857 -0.0000143373
TOPOCENC RRE TIO
(1-P)Z0= P*Z1= E2*DZ0= F2<=DZ1
DZ=
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K1=4.8266887370K2 81=C.CCCC238107f*Z L1=C.CCCC126C3612 H1=C.285724H2 Y1=.CCCC317460Y2 X1=C.CCCC112C56X
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-0.102454277200 0.87023046620-01 -0.395941539800 0.2903157352d0
0.5240439461d-02 0.37865053210-02 0.78384851470-01 0.42286910460-01
-0.1792416905 -03 0.10983774300-03 -0.10345272930-01 0.40992336890-02
0.459l'jl9462d-05
0 .23396037580-05 0.10240308230-02 0.29803046600-03
0.11797938970-91 -0.90659079420-02 0.48803650170-01 -0.2798527239d 91
derivativesoflamda
0.1092083708-0.11868684280. 2197660363.873 89 5 3 coefi9emtsofhystemf rmi
-0.102454277200 9.87023046620-01 -0.395941539800 0.29081578520
0.52484394610-02 0.37865053210-02 0.7838485147d-01 0.42286910460-01
-0.17924159050-03 9.10983774300-03 -0.10345272930-01 0.4099233589d-02
0.45910194520-05 0.23896037580-05 0.10240308230-02 9 .29303046600-0
-0.12863614429-01 0.10316030 0-01 -0.49707949370-91 0.33330262239-01
derivativesofmi
-0.12178973100.07793466800. 193854-4.3182 27142 c3efi:emtsofthsystformi
-0.192454277200 0.87023046620-01 -0.395941539800 0.29081578520
0.52484394610-02 0.37865053210-02 0.78384851470-01 0.42286910460-01
-0.17924169059-03 0.1098774300-03 -9.10345272930-01 0.40992336899-02
0.4591019462d-05 0.238960375 0-05 0.10240308230-02 9.29803046600-03
-0.40230531489-02 0.27929199040-92 -0.18389317 0-91 0.53907073390-02
derivativesofn .h
i—1
-0.03553701510.07572442 40. 974531898-0.67 889 5 9
TABLE11a










3.2606322197 3.3889355616 3.965226249 3.969358941 3.3969582990 3.969595134 3.3969595792 3.969595823 3.3969595830 3.3969595830











0.8513106812 0.8526190684 0.8526191209 0.8526191206
VY 0.4998623236 0.5007968654 •0.5007J67610 0.5007067615










































































































0.3271 0456 3.61642178C3 0.1014912555 3.6540603373
597".>75 861197 96°6'39".285 91°55' 2".50 296.0899593072 9°29'59".6 9 359°'8".9 5T27' 0".693
ro
TABLE13
X 0.2274999773 0.1130161927 -0.6273867000 1.3513716839 -1.3713848860 4.2196437833 17.8009135607 14.0294204168 2.4412041126
Y -0.3149457117 -0.8523455833 -0.7019288000 0.3337744155 -4.7290200405 7.4884537959 -4.1940954449 -24.9932138840 2.2702909762
0.3189455434 0.2299592237 -0.5425443000 1 .3279008667 -1.3280906775 4.1881924295 17.7952636682 14.0128426251 2 .4034986666
-0.2047799301 -0.6238829603 -0.7576987000 0.4623310824 -4.7372810920 7.5022642976 -4.2161457303 -25.0010305525 2.3097477130
0.356882204 0.3227003821
-0.4672209000 1.3045411675 -1.2919335927 4.1619423619 17.7905419921 13.9989829134 2 .3710432317
-0.0879134149 -0.5869769185 -0.7977810000 0.5264849803 -4.7439061716 7.5136845426 -4.2345305901 -25.0075299020 2.3426973118
0.1920250289 0.30116325 0.3043754000 0.1398889233





o.674229922440345519 1.10741042893800157 -0.852644829972549895 -0.251703919455896930 0.420001820940074766 -0.304955616121567213 0.0548306703628411744 0.161118020193995876 -0.368434268679320082
1.24340916807981605 0.360746153132148584 0.500442733394442354 0.753162100207822038 -0.0783732513728220559 0.133217626857053781 -0.213762473478564016 -0.0755889966201690466 0.379299386151404072








































































25 26 27 28 29 30
Dec.1 Dec.2
0.23312968D+01 0.23780945D+01 0.23748878D+01 0.23716766D+01 O.236846HD+OI 0.23652411D+01 0.23620168D+01 0.23587880D+01 0.235555490+01 0.23523174D+01 0.23490756D+01 0.23458294D+01 0.23425788D+01 0.233932390+01 0.233606^7D+01 0.23328011D+01 0.23295333D+01 0.23262611D+01
0.23323861D+01 0.23356161D+01 0.23388417D+01 0.23420630D+01 0.23452800D+01 0.234849250+01 0.23517008D+Ol 0.23549046D+O1 0.23581041D+01 0.23612992D+O1 0.23644899D+01 0.23676763D+O1 0.23708583D+01 0..23740358D+Ol 0.23772090D+01 0.23803778D+01 0.23835421D+Ol 0.23867021D+01



















































































































Proof of the convergence of the
series (5.57) (Chapter 9)
The Functions
(Xl^oclCt) J ^>1] k = $>ijK (t) i "jjij k K (~t) j <^'Ljk^yl<^j (t) j xi = ~Xl It) ((>jjk-ly"t]
OUj = Ctij(X) , bLj-hijll) (LJ=1, . ..m Lfi (A-l.l)
possess first order derivatives with respect to T in any closed interval
[—Hi o "Ei ] 3 as was mentioned previously. Hence, according
to the theorem 1 (Chapter 3) the functions (A-l.l) are continuous in this
interval, which is closed and obviously bounded. Therefore, the functions
(A-l.l) are bounded in this range. (H. S. W. Massey, p if9~50)
Let us take
= max absolute values of the upper and lower bounds
r • 1
of the functions (A-l.l) in the interval |_ Li^Lzj j
and
J\~ moc* 3 (1+7T1 i) j m t (L= 1 > . . . 71) . (A-l. 2)
The right hand side of the relation
JL -n (A-l.3)
//
-(l+T7li)cX£-I TTlj OC ij
J=i
~Xl+ Z_TT>7 ( OClj -(Xj)~Xj (L=1j .. .n)
J- i J J J
jH
contains (3 T) —2) products, with three factors in each one.
Interpreting _Fi a as representing any one of the functions
(A-l.l) and the factors ( 1 + 7T) c ) j TD LJ>([ = lJ...n) ^ the products
which appear in the relation (A-l.3) have the general form
FVF2 R . (A~i./f)






~y\i(T) \< (?>n-z) J\ = oc2 (L- 1 o...n) rel-TioTi] . (A-1.5)
//
Since the second order derivative AL (l) ('L = 1 j . . . n )
contains (371 —2) products of the form (A-l.if), the third order derivative
~X l fl) (L - 1 3 .. . 7i) will contain (3 17 - 2 ) '5 products of the
general form
/
Fi • Fz • Fa j (A-1.6)
where F3 £ o[ J7/cL T and the meaning of J~i > K o J~3 is the same
as above.
We define,
0 = maximum number of products which appear in the right members
of the relations (3«26),
LL = maximum number of factors of these products .
r
From the equations (3«26), (A-1.3) and the definition of J 3 it is
p /
evident that the derivative _T3 will be either zero or a sum of 0
products, at most, and every one of them will contain, at most, u. factors.
It is obvious now that the function Ai (ZJ will be represented by a
sum of (3 77 -2)-3-0 products, at most, of the general form
Ft- E---K ,




In the interval [- T 1 j T1
| J1' J7' ' ' Ft I ^ J
is valid, since \J 2 ja. + 2 . Hence
I a) , ^-+2
|"^l (z) < (371-2) 3 071 =023 (l = i, . ..7i) xef-T^Tj] <
Working as above we obtain the relations
) | (371-2) 3 QZ (IL+Z) J\ =■ CCif. ,




({*.-!)-Z/JL +5\<(3ti-2)30v' 2(jLi+2)(2|x+i) ■ • ■ -(v (j±-i)-z>fjL + s) J = a




At the point TL
hence
- 0 we have "Xl x = 0 = "X Lo (i j ...Tl ) 2>/0j
l7(lol n< _A ,
l~XVo T. I < _A III J (A-1.8)




U + 2 It 3 I .




{ (3t)-2 ) 30 (p-+z) (i/(ju.-l)-3|A-/-6Ln U'
(i=i = T £ [-IijTi] .
We form the series
L OC v Ir1
V=2 I//
(A-1.9)
and we take the limit of the ratio of two successive terms of it
|T
V+ L
/im iv+1— -iTl /im OCvZ+i





(371-2)3 0 (/1+2) (2/jl+I) ( V (fi-l) - 5fJ. + s)(v(fJL-l)-Zy.+5)J\L ' fyvL-l)(W1)(371-2)3 0""2 (|LL+Z)(2jLL+i) - - - - (v{fL-l)-3fJL+6) J\






im V (UL- l) . /■_ "2K+5-L 11 I 1 Hi : —
-» oo l/"f 1 V 00 1/+1
We can choose the interval l-Ti o T i 1 such that
zl 0J\h (LL-L) < I
In this interval the series (A-1.9) converges (ratio test). Hence
the convergence of the series
tv) JT_ .
X LO V.' fisi a . . .7)) le l-Ti .It] ^V— o (A—1.10)
follows immediately from the relations (A-1.8). We interpret "XI
mean X io .
The convergence of the series
(o)
to
( W ) J- V
V= o v/y
(l - J j ...?")) j (A-.l.ll)
follows as a result of the convergence ofin the interval [~Tj 3 TiJ
the series (A-1.10)
With a similar process we can prove that the series







( L= 1 D . . . 77 ) 3




The common interval of convergence of the series (A-l.ll), (A-1.12) and
(A-1.13) is the interval of convergence of the series (3«37)»
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APPENDIX A-2
Determination of the mass of the asteroid
Use of the total energy of the system to test the accuracy of the numerical
applications
The problem which arises in the numerical application of the power
series method concerns the determination of the mass of the asteroid.
A first estimation can be obtained by using the relation
p- 5-7tj- -2 lo^K ~ 0- ^ £> (i0o)
where p is the albedo factor, with probable value 0.16, R the radius of
the asteroid in Km and its absolute magnitude, given in the
Ephemeris for the Minor Planets.
-3
With probable density 3,5 o r cm , and considering the shape of the
*
asteroid as spherical, a value equal to 0.97 10 solar masses_,is obtained
for the mass of the asteroid.
Although this value is satisfactory, because the mass of the asteroid
is very small compared with the masses of the planets, we calculated the
mass of the asteroid as follows:
Consider three points on the real orbit of the asteroid A, B, C at
three instants T. i a "to j ia and the position vectors 17 JfT 3 17 . The use of
the relation (3*¥t) twice for the values Ti , fo , li,~Loand VoXAo.h gives-J J .J —— —— J -s
two velocity vectors JT and Toi at the point B0which must be the same.
The path of the asteroid in space depends on its mass, hence values
of the mass different from the true value will give either a more curved
/ /
or less curved path (fig. 1), hence the two velocity vectors To and
will not be the same.
The mass which gives the same values for the vectors at point B is
the true mass of the asteroid .
132
-13
This method gives a mass equal to 1.10 solar masses.
Another problem which arises in the power series method concerns the
checks during the calculation. Here, the total energy of the system was
used as a check.
We notice that the velocity of the Sun (origin of the co-ordinate
system) is very nearly constant since the centre of mass of the system is
inside the Sun, hence the value of the total energy must be very nearly
constant.
Another test of the accuracy of the calculations, used in the numerical
application, is provided by the mass of the minor planet calculated from
the solution of the equations of motion. This should, of course, be
constant.
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